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Diligence is the mother
t*. good fortune.—Cervantes.
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FLORIDA CHARMS HER
|rs. Freeman Young Touring the
Two Coasts. Tells Of Interesting
• Places Visited.

Ft. Myers, Fla., Feb. 27
itor of The Courier-Gazette:—
We have left Melbourne and are
oing all around the East Coast and
p the West Coast, taking our time,
"e have just visited Thomas A. Edi
n’s Tropical Garlen.
Henry
'ord’s house is right beside his and is
lust an ordinary cottage.
This place is noted for its Royal
alms. We visited West Palm Beach
.and Miami. The real place is Miami
Beach. Thousands old and young in
bathing; you Northern folks would be
shocked the way they parade the
streets in their bathing suits. The
pussy willows have blossomed and
gone to seed. Just like our June here
now, and up home we have three
more months to wait for spring.
I listened to Madam Queen on the
witness stand at Miami and the
King Fish tonight at Ft. Myers.
Everywhere we go. crowds gather to
ear Amos and Andy.
Of all the beautiful spots in Florida
hat I have visited, The Singing
ower, erected by the- late Edward
k beats everything. Its beauty is
Ibeyond words. I am mailing you a
Voider so you can have some idea of
‘Its beauty.
I I am just charmed with Florida.
'The roads are perfect everyw’here.
Mrs. Freeman Young.

THE CILLEY-GRAVES

Alfred E. Smith, former governor
if New York, said Tuesday he has no
loubt a Democrat would go to the
Zhite House if a general election
vere to be held “tomorrow,” or any
lime in the near future.
“The people of this country are
wanting leadership." he told news
papermen. He declined to discuss
the meeting of the Democratic Na
tional committee except to say it has
no power to do anything about a
political issue. “That is the right of
the convention,” he added.
Asked if he would again be a can
didate for the presidential nomina
tion, he replied:
“To answer that question would be
like trying to cross a bridge 17 miles
before you get to it."

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As Mrs. Veazie has elected me a
member of the N.C.C., and as one of
the rules is to write a nature article
occasionally, I will make a try.
Now we are about to climb March
hill and how we do enjoy these
bright sunshiny days.
Already
Dodges Mountain is showing bare
patches of ground and a flock of six
deer last week were browsing on the
dead grass. I suppose they wel
comed it as a change from the twigs
that they chiefly live on in winter.
This is the first time I ever saw so
many together, though several times
I have seen one or two go up across
the road on the mountain. Lester
Sherer of Rockville happened to be
driving by and called my attention
to them. They browsed around per
haps half an hour as no one molested
them.
Soon the brooks will be playing a
merry tune. Already we can hear
the water gurgling under the ice.
The pussy willows are in their splen
dor, and the tulips and trailing ar
butus are waiting under the snow to
come to their early awaking. Soon
the last of the snowbanks will melt
away and the crows will begin their
cawing, and the farmer will be
thinking about planting his vegeta
bles. This verse comes to mind from
an old school reader.
Caw. caw, cried the crow
To the cornfield below.
For as sure as I am born.
There's a farmer planting corn.
I am ha-ny to say.
I shall dine there today.

The Hermit,
N.C.C. No. 8.

“THE JOY OF SERVICE"

THE JOY OF SERVICE
Long years she has followed the Master.
With tenderness doing her part
To keep our dreams Illumined.
Being wise In the way of the heart.
Companion to all in trouble.
Rejoicing when Providence smiled.
She has welcomed life and its problems
With the trust of a little child.

No sacrifice so Insistent,
No watch of the night so long.
But has found her ready and waiting
To love and serve and be strong.
Dear hands, outstretching and eager
To help with the nearest task.
Happily easing a burden,
Nor waiting for one to ask.
Her creed? A light in the window.
A fire when the cold winds blow.
A smile and the warmest welcome
A yearning soul can know.
How many the hearts she has lightened.
And dark clouds swept away
By the sunshine of her presence.
How many? Who shall say?
—Mabel C. Fuller.
TEACH 'EM TO ROOST

Piano lessons, private, $1.00 per
lalf hour. Mabel Lamb, Rockland,
A homemade movable gas brooder
fel. 786-M.—adv.
jis used by J. W. Myers of Califirnia
to teach chicks to roost. He evolved
the plan of placing the brooder over
the roost after losing some chicks
through suffocation caused by their
crowding around the brooder on a
tloor in his chicken house.

CHILDREN’S
MATINEE

SATURDAY MORNING
9.45 A. M.
A Show of Special Merit

PARK THEATRE

Free theatre tickets Saturday in
I connection with a puzzle in the
I classified ad section. Look at that
section quickly, solve the puzzle if
you are able and get your answer to
The Courier-Gazette office. The first
20 correct answers get free tickets.

THE ROCKLAND
Spiritualist Society

MEDOMAK
ATHLETIC HALL
WALDOBORO

Will Hold Services in"

K. P. HaU, Camden

DANCE

SUNDAY, MARCH 8

Every Saturday Night
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
MEN, 50c; LADIES, 25c

DUEL

at 2.30 and 7.30 P. M.

Mrs. Margaret Newton
of Portland
Lecturer and Message Bearer

28-29

28*lt

YOUR RANGE BURNER
Does Your Range Burner Smoke
and Carbon?

Try Our Water White Range Oil;

You Will Get More Heat and Less
Carbon!

NEEDS IT

Volume 86.................. Number 28

THE WINTER’S RECORD STORM

Recent Anniversary Revives Story Which Excited Nation’s Mayor Richardson, Alderman Tirrell and Rep. McLoon High Tide Engulfs Breakwater and Starts a Rat Hunt—
Move For Building To Answer Many Purposes
An Emergency Airplane Trip
Ire and Pity—Two Other Jonathan Cilleys
The groundhog chap is fortunate j was constantly breaking over the
Definite steps which are expected ( Rotary Club, and all other civic or
to give Rockland the public building ganizations, in his effort to bring to in having a strong alibi, for in some deck of the building. Nobody espe
it has so long needed—combining pass what will be one important step localities he was able to see his cially envied the occupants of Uncle
the elements of a city hall, armory in putting the city in a position to be
and convention building, were yes numbered with Bangor and Port shadow and in others Candlemas Sam’s little house out In the harbor,
[ terday announced by Mayor Charles land as a Convention city, thus ma Day did not dawn so bright and fair.; but there was nothing in Mr. LockM. Richardson who asks public co terially adding to its prosperity. “We I The storm which began early yes-1 hart's tone to indicate that he was
, operation in order that the enterprise 1 have finer scenic attractions than terday forenoon was still in progress: seriously disturbed while the tide and
either of them," he says, “and it now
I may become a reality.
I Representative A. C. McLoon is to j remains for our people to provide a when this paper went to press, and 1 storm were at their height. The rise
introduce in the Legislature a bill suitable auditorium having accommo the soft flakes had begun to assume of the tide there was 11 feet, as com
which should bring the desired State dation for large or'small conventions. the proportions of good sized drifts. pared with 7 to 8 feet under normal
aid, and the ways are greased for If such a building" as I have outlined The weather has been mild all
circumstances.
the launching of a drive which were erected, all the city officers, in
cluding the municipal court room through it, however, and with a The Boston Globe News flashes
should mean much to Rockland.
“I know of no single improvement
temperature of 28 above this morn this morning said that the rise of tide
of which Rockland stands in greater
ing nobody suffered any special dis at Commonwealth Pier was 13 feet 8
need than a remodeled citv hall,
comfort in breasting the storm. The inches, as compared with the record
armory and convention auditorium,
: \... ■■
no-school bell was rung as a matter of 15 feet away back in 1851. Today
all of which can be combined in a
single building." Mayor Richardson
of expediency.
it will be high tide at 11.52, and one
told The Courier-Gazette yesterday.
The highest tide in 22 years inch higher than yesterday was fore
“The recent razing of two old wooden
wrought great damage all along New cast, but with the wind canted more
buildings on Spring street adjacent
England coast ,and from the stand- into the north and northwest. It
to the City building, provides a lot
70'? feet long and 60 feet deep. If a
point of the spectacular was some-1 was still snowing heavily in Boston
brick building were erected there, the
thing nobody should have missed, this morning, but clearing weather
top floor of the present city hall, now
I
:. < ' .
■
seeing.
The present generation [ was prophesied.
occupied as a municipal court room
never saw so much water in RockA Hazardous Journey
would give an additional 60 feet for
a convention hall on the tqp floor
land harbor before, and owners of
While the storm was at its height
which would be 130 feet long and 60
7/.1'
., T shore front privileges never want to yesterday and the whirling flakes
feet wide.
see so imuch again. The peak of the were blotting the islands from view
“This would be adequate for the
tide was reached at 11 a. pi. but the drumming of an airplane was
use of our present coast artillery
company and provide a convention
fully two hours before that most of heard and waterfront habitues were
auditorium of sufficient .size to acthe wharves were afloat and the
amazed to see a Challenger Robin
ccTmodate ail who desire to hold
army of sea gulls had moved inland I skimming acros the bay
conventions in this citv. The lack of
far beyond their usual haunts.
| gklmming u h-ardly the prop€r
an adequate convention hall is the
only reason we cannot attract scores
And there was another migration,^ howeyer fQr thp machinp ws
of organizations that would come
because of this abnormal tide Inva- buffeting a 35_mile galp and n
here to transact their business and
sion. This time it was an army of 20 minutes frQm thp gt
tjme
enjoy the delightful scenic beauties
wharf rats that was obliged to for- |. ,__ „
,
. . ..
for which Rockland and the Penob
■ before Charlie Treat brought the
scot Bay section is unsurpassed.
sake flooded homes. All along the
.
.. .
,
,
I plane to a stop on the fresh water
“Such a building means thousands Representative A. C. McLoon Who Rockland
waterfront the unwelcome i __ .
...
. ,
Will Present Bill For State Assist
of dollars for our hotels and business
,
,
J
, pond at Pulpit Harbor. Thither had
rodents sought higher ground, and u _ .
....
,
ance For Proposed Building
men and the publicity which the city
6
,
’
I been brought Mrs. Etta Clark of
were given a warm welcome by men
,
would receive should be of inesti
, . ,
J
t
i Vinalhaven, on her way to Knox
mable value. With a new road from
armed
with
guns
and
clubs.
They
.
..............
,
Hospital for an emergency operation.
Woolwich to Rockland, a seaplane would be located on the second floor were ,between the
Idevil and the deep 1...
, .
. , ,
base, and one of the finest airports and all the military equipment, much
Mrs. Clark was accompanied by her
of any city of its size in the country; of which has not been sent to the sea, so to speak.
daughter, Mrs. J. A. Barton of
This unusual hunt furnished no
vzith a well equipped community I city because of lack of room, would
Vinalhaven. The return trip was
i
be
comfortably
stored
on
the
first
yacht club. Rockland is easily ac
end of excitement, and the slaughter
floor.
made in five minutes, but it is quite
cessible by land and water.
assumed
vast
proportions,
the
num

“Not only have we no accommoda
* * * •
safe to say that the risk would never
tion for entertaining conventions
“One thing remains to be accom who desire to come to our city, tut ber of casualties varying according have been undertaken except as an
to
the
narrator's
state
of
mind.
plished, and that is the construction we have no public building where
errand of mercy.
Jonathan Cilley, Killed In a Duel By Graves of Kentucky, Feb. 24, 1838.
of a suitable convention auditorium. I large numbers of our citizens can Even the police temporarily deserted
Mrs. Clark was operated upon im
To obtain the necessary funds for the I meet and discuss matters of local in their beats to meet this new menace.
in the minds of Knox County’s oldest1 lenge; not, he said, from any disre- j construction of such a building pre terest. An armory would solve this
mediately after her arrival here, and
Rockland's million-dollar break
citizens. To the new generations the spect to Mr. Graves, but because he sents a serious problem, but I be i problem as well as the others I have
her condition was favorable at last
story is filled with romance even as wished to be drawn into no con- lieve it is not at all impossible. Under mentioned. I also have in mind the water temporarily disappeared from accounts.
it was filled with regret on the part troversy with newspaper editors; and the present law the State bears one unemployment situation which is view, and a Courier-Gazette reporter
of those who knew and admired the particularly with Col. Webb.
half the expense necessary for the i acute during this period of depres who ploughed through the drifts at
Maine statesman.
This. Graves affected to construe I construction of an armory. The sion. The construction of an armory
BOY SCOUT NEWS
It is thus told in Eaton's history: into a reflection upon his own honor | original bill as passed by the 1919 building would furnish employment Bay Point saw solid water atop of
<. * ♦ * •
as being the friend of one consid Legislature provided that the State j to many of our people who otherwise i the big granite barrier. William
While the friends and party of Mr. ered dishonorable; and requested should bear three-fourths of the ex j would be idle, thus stimulating busi Lockhart assistant keeper of the Local Troops Hold Meetings
to
state. categorically, pense, the city to furnikh a lot and ness and aiding directly or indirect- Breakwater Light told the reporter
Cilley were exulting in the high Cilley
and Troop 6 Issues a Broad
stand he had taken in Congress, the whether he “declined to receive his pay one-fourth of the expense. This j ly all of our citizens. For such a
talents he had displayed, and the communication on the ground of any bilrtras opposed by Gov. Milliken and ’ project I bespeak the friendly coop that the water over the south
Challenge
fearlessness and unconcern with personal exception to Webb as a gen resulted in a compromise bv which eration of everybody. Let us stand ern end of the breakwater was one
the State pays one-half of the cost' together and boost Rockland."
which he met the menaces and dis- ' tleman?"
j and one-half feet deep, and surf
Seven boys were present at Mon
But Cilley determined to hold his of construction. Such has been the
courtesy of some of his opponents,
day night’s meeting of Troop 1 at the
the community in general, and ground of not being accountable to , law since. I have prepared a bill
Baptist Church under Scoutmaster
Thomaston
in particular, were newspaper editors, nor entrapped and requested Representative A. C.
Edgar W. Dorr and Raymond Pen
shocked by the news that he had into an endorsement of Webb's char I McLoon to introduce it in the Legis
acter; and refused to modify his ans lature. It amends the present law
fallen in a duel.
dleton assistant Scoutmaster. Otis
This event took place at Bladens wer. Then followed, Feb. 23. a chal |so that the State will furnish threeC .Perry, applied for membership
burg, near Washington, D. C.. Feb. lenge from Graves by the hands of fourths of the expense, and I hope
and more are looked for at the next
for favorable action upon this bill
meeting.
"At the last meeting of the Citv
Council Alderman Saville addressed
Since this is a reorganization in
the Board in regard to the congestion
tended to combine Troops" 1 and 9
of the present armory. He stated
f
under the name of Troop 1 all
that the cost to the city a year, is
$758. and that the State reimburses
former members of those Troops are
- -! &■,
the city in the amount of $400.
welcome as well as new members.
There are now four officers and 63
Work on Second Class and First
men, and the armory has on hand
Class tests, attendance, dues, re-regfrom $60,000 to $80,000 worth of
istration and games were largely the
equipment. The annual pav roll is
program at this meeting
about $10,000. Alderman Saville said
Troop 3, being newly organized
there had been some talk of hiring
under Scoutmaster Kimball, met at
the third floor of the Woolworth
the Universalist Church with a good
building. They ask $500 a year and
attendance, and registration of this
the city would have to do the neces
Troop will take place soon.
sary changes, but he felt that if
Troop 6, under Scoutmaster Gil
someone with authority could get in
bert, met at the Congregational
touch with them, it could be obtained
Church with a good attendance, and
at a lower figure. He invited the
following the usual program,. Troop
members of the board to attend one
6 has challenged any other troop in
of the drill meetings held each Tues
the city to a “Meet” over anything
day night and asked me to appoint
connected with Scouting, to take
a committee to investigate the mat
place about the last of this month.
ter.”
,
Plans are under way for the regis
• • ♦ *
tration of the Cubs, the formation of
The Jonathan Cilley Homestead Still Standing On Main Street, Thomaston.
Mayor Richardson stated that
a Cub committee, and outlining a
there has been considerable talk
Cub program. It should be borne in
24, 1838; and originated in an at Wise, his second and Cilley’s accept about erecting an armory, and that
mind that boys in this movement are
tempt of Henry A. Wise of Virginia. ance on the afternoon of the same some architects from Portland would
to be called “Cubs" and not Cub
1 to get up an investigation into the day. by his second, Gen. George like to look the ground over, and sub
Scouts, as there is no longer any
charges of corruption made against W. Jones of Iowa. The parties met mit plans and specifications, with
place for them in the regular Scout
some member of Congress by an at the Anacosta bridge, on the road estimated cost, without any charge
program
anonymous writer in the New York to Marlborough in Maryland, be to the city. He stated that several
Regular meeting of Troop 2 will be
Courier and Inquirer. This investi tween 1 and 3 p. m. Cilley was the years ago when the armory bill, so
held tonight.
called, was passed by the Legislature,
gation Cilley opposed on the ground
the ratio of cost was that the munici
that the charge was loose, indefinite,
(Continued on Page Four)
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
palities would bear one-quarter the
cost of the building and the State
|iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
three-quarters. The Governor ob Mayor C. M. Richardson Who Asks Public’s Cooperation In Getting City
If I had to live my life again I would
nave made a rule to read some poetry
jected to this ratio and a compromise
and listen to some music at least once
Building-Armorv-Convention Hall Combination
was made, making the cost to be
a week. The loss of these tastes is a
borne equallv by the municipality
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
and the State. The bill which Rep
PARK THEATRE
STRAND
THEATRE
THE FORTl’NzlTE ISLES
resentative McLoon will present at
You sail and you seek for the Fortunate
the present session changes the ratio
Thrills are the breath of life to
Isles,
A
comedy
cast
of
adults
and
juve

of cost to that of the original bill. Buck Jones. This ace of adventure
The old Oreek Isles of the yellowIf this can be done. Mayor Richard I stars thinks no more of making a niles, known wherever motion pic
birds’ song?
son feels that the city might be able perilous leap across a thousand-foot tures are shown, was asembled bv Then steer straight on through the
watery
miles.
paramount
for
"Finn
and
Hattie?
’
to finance the project. Mayor Rich deep canyon on his jumping steed,
Straight on. straight on and you can’t
ardson then stated that he would Silver, than the average man does of the Donald Ogden Stewart comedy
go wrong.
like to have this City Council go on i sitting down to a game of dominoes. picture which will show at the Nay. not to the left. nay. not to the
right
record with a resolve, favoring the I It’s all in a day’s work to him, and Strand Friday and Saturday.
straight on, and the Isles are In
The humorous Haddock adven But on.
erection of an armorv. providing the
sight.
same can be done without excessive I when he buckles on his spurs he’s tures, directed bv Norman Taurog The Fortunate Isles where the yellowfor anything from a revolution and Norman McLeod has that rub
birds sing
cost, also if the same can be properly ,, ready
to a trip down the crater of a volcano ber-kneed comedian who won first And life lies girt with a golden ring.
financed.
Alderman Tirrell moved that the —provided he can make it on a horse. screen honors in “Only Saps Work," These Fortunate Isles they are not so
far.
=
in connection with the
= Board go on record as resolving that However Buck, wlio is starred in Leon Errol, in the leading comic role.
They lie within reach of the lowliest
thev favor the erection of an armory I "The Lone Rider," the Columbia all- ZaSu Pitts, mournful-eyed, sad
door.
in the City of Rockland, providing the | talking outdoor action-drama which voiced feminine fun-maker, whose You can see them gleam by the twilight
star;
cost of same was not excessive and j comes to the Park on Friday and single scene in .Nancy Carroll’s “The
You can hear them sing by the moon’s
that ways and means of financing Saturday didn't by any means ac Devil's Holiday," as the hotel tele
white shore
the same could be accomplished. quire all his daredevil nonchalance in phone girl, almost turned the pic Nay, never look back! Those leveled
ture
into
a
screaming
comedy,
is
Mrs.
a
day.
He's
been
courting
thrill?
and
grave-stones
This motion had the unanimous ap
They we»e landing-steps; thev were
hazards all his life. True, he started Haddock to the life.
proval of the City Council
steps
thrones
Mitzi Green, the “I’ve Got a Secret" Of glory forunto
Mayor Richardson also asks the his career serenely enough as a me
souls that have sailed be
child
of
“
Sweetie,
”
and
a
star
in
her
chanic
in
the
little
town
of
Vincennes,
fore.
cooperation of the Chamber of Com
set white feet on the fortu
==
Read Saturday’s Classified Ad. Section—solve
= merce, Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. Indiana, but he soon chucked that own right at nine years of age, is And have
nate shore
L., the Forty Club, the Lions and orthodox employment to go cow seen with Jackie Searl, the “kid
H
the puzzle thers and get your answer promptly
==
punching in Montana. That's when brother" of “Tom Sawyer," as the And what are the names of the Fortu
nate Isles?
the urge entered his soul—for he Haddock hooligans.
FRIDAY
S
to The Courier-Gazette Office.
=
“Finn and Hattie” deals with the i Why. Duty and Love and a large Con
discovered that he liked to ride better
tent.
than do anything else in the world — humorous adventures of a middle- Lo! these are the Isles of the watery
IS A LUCKY DAY
aged Middle-Western couple and j
miles.
adv.
On FRIDAY, MARCH 6, we place
That God let down from the firma
their two young charges on their first
on sale at about half price GIRLS’
ment.
Free theatre tickets Saturday in trip abroad. The story travels across I Lo. Duty and Love, and a true man’s
DRESSES, sizes 7 to 14 years;
Trust;
connection with a puzzle in the country, across the sea, to Paris, and I
GIRLS’ PANTIE SUITS, sizes 2 to
Your forehead to God. though your feet
classified ad section. Look at that 1 starts back.—adv.
3 years; and BOYS’ SUITS, sizes
In the dust;
section quickly, solve the puzzle if
3 to 8 years, 49c each.
Lo. Duty and Love, and a sweet babe's
smiles.
you are able and get your answer to ! Nilo’s Repair
.
.... Spring
__ _ ____
Shop,
street,.
See Our Window Display
O friend, are the Fortunate
Courier-Gazette office. The first will be open Saturday nights here- And these,
Isles.
E. B. HASTINGS & CO. The
ihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
20 correct answers get free tickets. after.—adv.
8-tf
—Joaquin Miller.

Feb. 24 marked the 93d anniver
sary of the slaying of Jonathan Cilley of Thomaston, his death in a
duel at the hands of Representative
William J. Graves of Kentucky, end
ing a career which had already made
Cilley one of the notable figures in
Congress and which offered a future
of great brilliance.
The Cilley-Graves duel forms a
startling chapter in American his
tory, and the echoes of it ring afresh

and without the name of the author:
and, in his remarks, alluded to the
editor of the Inquirer, James Watson
Webb, as one, who, from the nature
of his transactions with the United
States bank, should be the last to
bring charges of corruption.
This language was resented by
Webb, who, in consequence, sent him
a challenge by the hands of William
J. Graves, a member from Kentucky.
Cilley refused to receive this chal-
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Theatre Tickets

FREE

I

SATURDAY

I

CLASSIFIED AD

| SECTION OF THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Try It Now!

THURSTON OIL CO.
44 Tillson Avenue

ROCKLAND

THREE CENTS A COPY

Issue '

THE HERMIT

The current issue of the Home
Visitor, published in Cincinnati,
Ohio, contains a poem “The Joy of
Service” written by Miss Mabel C.
Fuller, and dedicated to Miss Louise
L. Walker, a former Rockland teach
er and later a member of The Cou
rier-Gazette staff, who has been liv
ing with the author as companion for
a number of years. Through the
DODGED THE QUESTION
courtesy of The Home Visitor the
What Al Smith Said When Asked If poem is here republished.
He Would Be Candidate Again

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 5, 1931

Thursday^

Rockland

Tels. 127 & 1290

|

I

|

1

|

|

THE FIRST 20 CORRECT ANSWERS

|

|

WILL WIN FREE TICKETS

|

Every-O ther-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 5, 1931

Page Two

THOSE OLD BIBLES

The Courier-Gazette

THREE-T1MES-A-WEEK
Lead a Courier-Gazette Read
Rockland. Me., March 5. 1931.
Personally appeared Franjt S. Lyddle,
er Into Paths of Historical
who on oath declares that he is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
Research
and that of the issue of this paper of
March 3. 1931, there was printed a total
of 6,258 copies. WALTER H BUTLER.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— i
Notary _______
Public. 1 I have filed the list of old Bibles
_________

wnr t
«. „ „ .
owned by citizens of Knox County
SfftSsicaS StST*
Ih' c“rler-

“ON MY SET"

High School Notes

*7

$

’ Phyllis Snowman is office assistant
! this week.
• • • •
' Miss Rita Smith of Thomaston, a
former teacher here, visited several
classes one day last week.

♦ * ♦ ♦
to be compared with the glory which
As so much interest is manifest'
Eye and ear tests are being given
shall be revealed in us.—Romans 8:18.
_ __ _________________ ______ s^a11 we review a story about the
i in all home rooms this week.
I most valuable Bible reported in the
• • * •
Thanks to the vigilance of
SALVATION ARMY’S WORK
world? This remarkable Bible is! Charles L. Robinson I was able I Pupils in public speaking are now
owned by the U.S.A. and placed In
choosing their selections for the prize
As Seen In the Annual Christmas the Congressional Library at Wash-! last night to hear the latter part
of a broadcast of the Albanyspeaking contests to be held the lat
Effort—Good Cheer To Thousands ington, D. C.—a Gutenberg Bible.
New Britain roller polo game
ter part of this term.
There are now reported 41 Guten- j over station WOKO of Pough
» ♦ ♦ ♦
More than 83,000 persons in New t berg Bibles printed on paper. Seven
keepsie. The score was 4 to 4
Last Thursday Mrs. Jackson's
England received Christmas dinners of these are in America priced at1 when the broadcast time limit
French classes listened to an Inter
from The Salvation Army, according t $123,000. But there are only three
expired.
esting talk by Mr. Blaisdell on his
to a statement of activities for last COpi,eS °,f tbe orig!nal V,e“U®’ Jhe
experiences in France and examined
*
j
_ .
!most valuable one is in 3 Vol. and in
Cncle Abe and David told their
the various types of French coins in
Chiist mas made public by Col. Joseph (splendid preservation. It is in Latin; income tax woes to the wrong
) his collection.
Atkinson, commanding the New’ Eng- j text and the first book claimed to j man last night. The encyclo
land forces of The Salvation Army.
printed by the so-called original ] pedia agent finally got in a word
Wednesday of next week is the day j
edgewise.
set for the debate between the college
Those sharing in this annual Christ- movable type. It is printed in two
column pages with 42 lines to a
teams from Bates and Tufts on ' Remastide feast included more than column, leaving spaces for illumi- ,
Radio sermons and devotional ! solved that the United States should , '
14,000 families to whom baskets of nated initials. It required five years
services have reestablished the
recognize the Soviet government of
good cheer were delivered by the to print the 3 Vol. Bible and was
family altar, strengthened the
Russia.” This is to be an open forum
Army.
spirit of religious democracy and
done in 1450-55 before Columbus
no decision type of debate and should ’ij.
Quite an important feature of the discovered America.
increased church attendance, ac I prove very interesting.
iM
seasonal celebration were the Christ
« • * «
cording to Frank C. Goodman,
of these three vellum Bibles is
\
mas dinners served to the unem in One
Bibliotheque Nationale of, executive radio secretary for the
Miss Cochrane's room celebrated
ployed. These were in addition to Paristhe
Federal Council of Churches of
and the other is in the British
Longfellow's birthday Feb. 27 by
the free daily meals which are being
Christ in America. In his annual
Our Gutenberg Bible—the
special decorations and recitation of (
provided by The Salvation Army in Museum.
report to the White House Con
poems. A set of 12 large pictures '
many of the larger cities for those only 3 Vol. vellum copy was first J ference on Child Health and
illustrating the poems was on display.
who cannot get work and suffer from . sold by Gutenberg's notorious partProtection, Goodman stated that
Tire set included such old favorites j
hunger. Conditions in some sectio'As' i "cr~J°htnn Faust ‘° the, B.Tdic‘
Sunday programs broadcast byas "The Hanging of the Crane."
have made this help necessary since
Monks in Pans for only $25. but
NBC have influenced members
"The Village Blacksmith,” and
the beginning of November
1{ ls now 'a^ue^ as
35 $1,000.of nonreligious families both
"Hiawatha."
Nearly 3.000 Christmas dinners were I °°°" N°w J10*’ d*,d A™er^a °bta‘n
educationally and spiritually. I
served to transients going from place j he most celebrated Gutenberg Bible
Three hundred clergymen have
Fancy Shaped
j
in
the
world?
Dr.
Vollbehr
was
30
Bird pictures are now being fea- {
to place in search of work
broadcast in weekly worship
At what is prp-eminently children's years making up his collection of: services since 1923. In the last I tured in several of the rooms. One
Strung on a silver chain
I of the pupils almost heard a song
season of rejoicing the little ones foreign books, including the Bible.
three years religions programs
sparrow day before yesterday but it
He intended to give it to the Gerwere not fo.-gotton. In addition to the
have reached a total of 11,718
turned out to be a chickadee!
dinners provided, nearly I9f)0o"boys man government. But the Worlds
station hours, the report indi
Wired complete with cord, pull socket and
....
and girls received Christmas toys and War had used bis Pr°Pert>' and as
cated.
Tuesday's assembly program was '
Plug
garments. Altogether. The Salvation lle bad his
to support he felt
A
The extra fine brilliance and lustre makes
presented by the Girls' Glee Club
Army distributed23,000 toys and i oW‘8ed to part with his valuable.
The efficiency of classified ad
under the direction of Mrs. Johnson
them a smart accent to spring costumes
12,000 garments to New England [ books-He would not break
this co1' ] vertisements in The Courier-Ga
LOVELY
with Mrs. Jackson at the piano. The
childdren as an appropriate observ- lection so this cherished Bible had
zette finds its parallel in the
opening exercises were conducted by
ance of the Christmascelebration.
!t0 bc'P se" *’le whole lot.
prompt answer to queries made : Virginia Richardson. This was fol- )
POWDER
He came to America and looked
through the "On My Set" depart
lowed by a paper on "Folk Song< by
Children’s
over the Congressional Library. Then
FROM EARLY HISTORY
ment. Here, for instance, is a
in a fascinating
O TRY this
Dorothy Magune. The remainder of
he made known to them his inten8-Day Movement
letter from Douglas Barter re
wonderfully
the program was given over to illus
Boudoir Box
Dcaling With Some Of the Grants, j tion of selling his books.
ceived before the ink was fairly
soft, clinging pow
« • « «
trations of the folk songs and dances
and the Garrisons Built To Protect
dry on Tuesday's issue:
der, you will love
of different countries. Italy was rep
Representative Collins of Missis
Them
“In response to an inquiry in
its exquisite texture
resented by “Santa Lucia” sung by
sippi sensed the importance of add
Some with Tams
your column I enclose informa
and fragrance.
the chorus: England by “Oh No
China
fronts
in
assorted
colors
and
designs.
ing the Vollbehr foreign collection
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tion for Glenn Lawrence. He in
John" sung by Virginia Richardson
Created
in
six
fas

In my study of Williamson's His to the Congressional Library, but he
quires location of the Roger Bab
and Evelyn Pietrosky; Ireland by a
cinating shades by
tory of Maine I noted 11 forts or gar met stern opposition. The law- , son station. It is located in
jig "The Irish Washerwoman" danced
risons erected between the years of makers opposed the whole plan, but J Wellesley Hills, Mass., and is
Borbaro Gould
by Ruth Hanscom with clapping
1624 and 1688 in different localities. the Librarian. Dr. Herbert Putnam
With round or V neck. Colorful stripes and
l.oo
owned by the Babson Statistical
chorus.
the box
Pemaquid was the eighth grant by explained and urged adding this for
Organization. Inc., broadcasting
"The Volga Boatman." representplain shades
the Plymouth Council. This was eign collection, so in time the' ap
on a frequency of 920 kilocycles,
ing Russia, was beautifully done with
dated Feb. 20, 1631. and was to two propriation of $1,500,000 was paid
325.9 meters, and 500 watts. As
its effect of the approach and pass
merchants of Bristol, Eng.—Robert and now America owns the most
Co the stock quotations Mr. Law
ing of the singing boatman. This
Aldsworth and Gyles Elbridge. It cherished book in Christiando~i. It
rence is right. Stocks are broad
In gay modernistic designs
was followed by the gay little French
included 12.000 acres besides settlers’ is reported Dr. Vollbehr paid the
Creator of 4 Creams for the
cast semi-hourly from 9 a. m. to
song “Alouette" with routine. Jean- 1
lots of 100 acres to every person monks $305,000 in 1926.
4 Ages of Beauty
about 4 p. m. The call letters
nette
Cohen
and
Thelma
Blackingj
transported hither by the proprietors
Among the 3.000 incunabula 'cra
are W'BSO.
ton represented Scotland in a High- J
of genuine Peter Pan Fabrics
within seven years and residing here dle-books so-called because printed j
land Fling danced to the music of
three years.
in the 15th century) besides the Gu- j
CAMDEN
“Coming Through the Rye.” The
Vases, Candy Jars, Jardinieres, etc.
Some of the other grants were the tenberg Bible there are 55 other Biprogram closed with three typically
Muscongus.. the Kennebec and the j bles; 20 books concerning the dis- j
Friends of Hon. J. H. Montgomery American songs. “Oh, Susanna:
Many newv designs
Waldo Patents, and in every settle ■ covery of America, all these writ
Extremely smart styling, quality material:
ment a fort was soon erected.
Single
<t» ■« r“r» Double
ten while Columbus was still living who has been ill at his home on Elm "Massa Dear," a negro spiritual, and
Pack
4) 1.0 V Pack
I am very glad to find in your and exploring Among these ex street are pleased to know he is "Dixie.”
and
workmanship, and above all—moderate
♦
•
•
•
Thomaston correspondent, one who, amples are books printed by Faust, convalescing.
All of our Congress cards are in the
The Junior High assembly on Wed
Joseph Dyer of Vinalhaven is vislike myself . enjoys a chat about Schoeffer. Mentel. Rusch and other
prices.
new suede cases
nesday was a temperance assembly
"olden times." The sentiment now celebrated early printers, besides iting his niece Mrs. Ida Page
adays seems to be "Let the dead past Gutenberg. Then, too, there are fa- j H. Jay Potter is in Boston attend- drawing talent from all the classes,
ing the Eastman School of Photo- william Wincapaw presided. After
bury its dead."
Mrs. B. N. Grant
mous Greek and Latin classics with I graphv.
the devotional exercises and singing
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Appleton.
the contemporary writers like PeMr. and Mrs. E. B.» Putnam are ' by the school, Walter Rogers recited
trach.
Boccaccio
and
Erasmus
—
424
rracn, ooccacciu auu
spending a week with relatives and ; a temperance poem. A selection
PLANES TO INVADE BANGOR
of these books being the first edijn Danforth
"Military Escort March" bv the or1898 and 1899. being chairman of the '
WILLIAM O. ABBOTT
OH! OH! LISTEN!
tions
so
eagerly
sought.
Allie Dougherty is confined to the chestra furnished the overturt to a
board during his second term, and in 1
Mayor Whitney of Bangor has re
Now’ where can we find a "Geneva house by illness.
[ temperance play in two acts written :
• * t e
xvz
1 •
ceived a letter from Senator Hale ,
William O. Abbott, former city consequence was acting mayor. He
Arthur Mullen has returned from by Charles Emery, with a piano solo Here S A. J. See Wondering marshal, and for many years one of was an election official in Ward 3
concerning the proposed visit of Bible," also called the "Breeches Bi
ble?"
The
"Bible
of
English
transla

WALK-OVER SIGN
a business trip in Boston.
by Harold Kaler between the acts.
government planes to Bangor in
many years, and in 1907 served
tion issued from Geneva in 1560 by
If There’s a “Woof” On the Republican leaders in Waid 3, for
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Mrs.
Essie
Thomas
entertains
the
An
esay
on
“
The
Life
of
Neal
Dow"
as
city
marshal.
He
was
a
member
K
Ssi^eTtat several English divines who, had1 fled Friday Reading Club this week. Mrs. by Emma Harding of grade 8-3 was
died
Sunday
morning
at
his
horn
1
,
3t;
of
Aurora
Lodge,
F.A.M.
Meadow Mountain
Rankin street, where funeral serv
pail in air maneuvers. The senator hither to fca^‘hV™ the firs Emeline Halford will read.
followed by a temperance song writThe deceased was a man with em
stated that Assistant Secretary of T»»e relief
It was latest
ices were held yesterday afternoon, phatic views, frankly expressed.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Long- i ten bv Ruth Harper. The essay on Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
with Rev. W S. Rounds officiating.
War Davison had visited the Bancor complete Bible to aPPcar
worth have been spending a few days "The Life of Frances Willard was by
Friends found him kindly, generous
Seeing “Dunt’s” article on the
airport and was familiar with the ; type the first to omit the Apoc 5Pj; in Portland.
The deceased was a son of Joseph and loyal.
Carrie Cuccinello of grade 8-2u The
Mr. Abbott was twice
disituation there and inquiry was made : ahd the first to recognize the
Francis French will enter the em final number was “Chalma Waltz "Woof" or more scientifically speak and Emily (Spear) Abbott. His married. He is survived by his aged
This
translation
if the qjfy could enlarge the field to 1 vision mto verses.
ing the "Woofus” or “side winder” father, who died July 14.1897, was at mother, Mrs. Emily Abbott; two sons
ploy of the Atlantic & Pacific Tea played by the orchestra.
provide proper space for the landing I was in common use in England till Company Thursday.
in your issue of Feb. 26 leads me to one time, one of the city's leading —William, who is located in Mon
the version of King James introbusiness men the firm name becom
Wednesday morning Jerome Bur
of 50 planes, for refueling.
Friends of Miss Josephine Went
ON FOOTWEAR
believe,
that what for the last few ing Joseph Abbott & Son after Wil tana; and Robert W.. who is a Port
1 duced in 1617.”
worth, who was injured in an auto rows spoke before both divisions of
land police sergeant. The latter
•
»
♦
♦
GRAIN VS. MILK
mobile accident at Hampden High Miss Coughlin's civic class explain weeks, has been locally considered a liam had completed his education came to Rockland upon receipt of
ONE LOT LADIES’
"The Mazarin Bible is an edition lands last week and who has since ing clearly the recent changes in the mystery may soon be made clear.
and was admitted to the concern. the news of his father's death. Mr.
$5.00 and $6.00
The firm was engaged in the manu Abbott is also survived by one sister,
George L. Waugh, extension dairy- of the Bible printed by Gutenberg in ;
at
Eastern Maine General court system of Maine. The Superior
The
writer
of
this,
as
well
as
sev

__
____ y •___
14SA Kit
f Tt.Towtrr VxmnCT fhh TirQT nnflK 1
_
......
u, in Bangor
wj)1
man. University of New Hampshire, 1450-55 at Menu being the first book
be pleased Court having seven judges on circuit eral others of as truthful reputation, facture of lime, owning a quarry and Mabel, wife of Henry E. Edwards
Now j to .learn ...
says that in spite of the fact that printed with movable type.
that. she is gaining, and is a trial court with jury which de have at various times seen two large two patent kilns, and operating a of Jackson. Mich.
grain is $9 a ton under last year's isn't this the Bible in Washington 1 while still confined to a wheel chair, cides questions of both law and fact animals on the northern and western general store and coasting vessels in
connection therewith. Avilliam was
price it is not cheap as compared to j D. C.? But I quote still further "It is expected home some time next but the new Supreme Court was or
ganized to relieve the judges of the "dope of Meadow Mountain near connected for a time with a lime
the present price of milk. He says 100 was so-called because the first known week.
Now is the time to have your quilts
South
Hope
and
East
Union.
The
ONE LOT
pounds of milk will buy less grain now ! copy of it was discovered in the
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Prince are in double duty of presiding at these writer at his first and only glimpse plant at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
and blankets washed. Call The Peo
at
Paris
in
1760."
I
Mazarin
library
Mr.
Abbott
served
in
the
Common
sessions
and
also
passing
on
ques

than a year ago.
New York City for a few days.
of
these
animals
thought
them
to
be
How many Vinegar Bibles are owned
Council in 1888 and 1897 and was a ple’s Laundry, Limerock street, Tel.
Mrs. Joseph L. Brewster, Mrs. Jo tions involving law only. This Su
in America? The "Vinegar Bible” an seph A. Brewster and Mrs. Harold preme Court meets at Augusta and the two moose, mooses, or meese member of the Board of Aldermen in 170.—adv.
25-31
ALL THINGS COME
Sizes 4 and Hi only
that
chased
Frank
Butler
of
East
edition printed at the Clarendon Jameson are entertaining at lunch at Portland and is a body of judges
I For Tlic Courier-Gazette 1
Warren
up
a
tree
on
the
opposite
side
I grieved because pond lilies did not press, Oxford in 1717 with the head eon and auction Friday afternoon at who pass on questions ol law thus
errow nearby my home.
making it possible for the work of of this mountain about a year ago.
ing to Luke XX as the “Parable of
While, miles away, they flourished, much the Vinegar" instead of the "Parable j the home of the former on Chestnut the courts to be done more speedily. Needless to say, the examination of
too far for me to roam.
street.
these animals occupied a very brief
They were so sweetly fragrant, so pure- of the Vineyard.”
The Ladies' Improvement Society
space of time. So a true description
white and undefiled
And likewise how many copies of of Northport was recently enter
WITH THE BOWLERS in this particular instance is lacking.
I longed to see them, now and then, as the "Wicked Bible" are owned in
ROCKLAND BRANCH OF PORTLAND
tained by Mrs. C. A. Hopkins and
when I was a child.
But before and after this occasion
America? The “Wicked Bible, an ed- Mrs. F. H. Crockett at the home of
Ford Motor Co. had 81 pins to these animals have been seen sev
INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
One summer day I wandered to a tiny | yon printed in 1632 in which the the former on Trim street. A musi
spare in its match with the Federals eral times by a farmer and his sop
little pool
Where, nightly loudly c:roaking frogs word not is omitted from the seventh cal program was rendered and the Monday night. Philbrook had high engaged in hauling firewood from
423 Main Street, over Berman’s
conducted singing school.
commandment"
song. "Dear Old Penobscot," written tring (114) and Porter high total. this vicinity. Once it became neces
Ungainly alders grown about, quite over
I furthermore copy a few more ref by Miss Mary Brown was sung, Ev The summary:
Branches in principal cities
sary
to
drive
them
from
the
sled
hung the brink.
Ford Motor Co.—Black. 263; Cope road, they being extremely reluctafit
With narrow 'paths worn here and there erences, especially those relating to erett Bird at the piano There were
the early versions of the Bible.
by cattle come to drink.
24 guests including several from land, 276; Jameson, 264- Porter, 319; about giving any right of way.
"Translations were early made into
An educational institution
An institution of music with
The farmer who is well known, and
Two long-shanked birds were searching the principal languages of Christian- Camden. Sandwiches, cake, coffee McPhee, 286: total. 1410.
Federals—Rack! iff. 279; Philbrook, If possible even mofe veracious than
whose facilities are within
teachers of recognized abill»
In the ooze for bugs and tiling^
and punch were served.
And many dragon flies were hung In air dom. The first complete transla
the reach of all through
ty, making a specialty of
Capt. and Mrs. Sanford C. Bab- 286; Beach. 242; Benner, 274; Perry. the writer, describes these animals
on gauzy wings;
tion into English was that of Wyviolin instruction.
liberal prices.
as hornless, larger than the largest
But on the surface of the pool. Just clif and Nicholas Hereford aboilt bidge and son John Lawrence have 248; total. 1329.« « * e
arrived at their home on Meguntibobbing to and fro
deer and about the size of a moose,
Khaki Color; 7.50 value
Amid green pads—two pond lilies with 1382"—this is not printing but mere cook street after spending a few
The Dark Horses had to do some dark bodies, white legs anti a long
petals white as snow!
ly translation and the first printed months visiting friends and relatives romping on the home stretch Tues white tail which a moose does nqt
Wc are now having our opening
in New York City and Boston. On day in order to beat the Five Aces. possess.
In much surprise my neighborsaid. \ English versions were those of TynOrchestras are Forming
“None grew in there before!
dale and Coverdale 1524-1535. Otncr lhcir return they were accompanied Newbert cornered the honors with a
As they were in deep snow the
1 wonder where they came from, and if important versions are the Lutheran by Mrs
Babbidge's sistlr Miss string of 126 and high total. The length of their legs was not discern
Our
Special
Representative will soon rail op you
there will be more
28 29
ible. But as they moved with slow
Well may he wonder whence they came. in German by Martin Luther, 1521-34 , Therega q Sullivan of Boston who summary:
from earth or from the air.
—the basis of the Swedish, Danish, wm bg ^heir guest for a few weeks.
Dark Horses—Ireland. 286: New ness, not to say difficulty may it not
But I know—God remembered me and Icelandic, Dutch and Finnish
bert. 319; Williams, 235: Jacobs, 317; be possible that they may be speci
smiled and placed them there!
sions.
Classes in piano—kindergarten, Smalley, 267; total. 1424.
mens of the genus “Dunt” so ably
Peggy
Was vellum used previous to pap junior, senior pupils. Perfield sys
Five Aces—Lindsey, 271; Stone, describes. Local game wardens have
From Avon. Calif., comes the wel yrus for writing upon? Papyrus is tem used; 50 cents per lesson, class of 263; Clukey, 272: Mitchell, 299; tried in vain to verify the descrip
come news that George L. Hosmer, a described as the paper-reed or 4. Mabel Lamb, Rockland. Tel. Shields, 301; total, 1406.
tion given by those who have had
# ♦ # »
former Rockland boy, has been ap rush abounding on marshy river 786-M—adv.
the rare pleasure of seeing these ani
Forty Club No. 3 was an easy win mals. Their tracks were found by
pointed mechanical superintendent banks in Abyssinia, Palestine and
over Burpee Furniture Co. Tues one of the wardens, who says they
of the Tidewater Associated Oil Sicily, now almost extinct in Egypt.
NORTH WALDOBORO ner
on
day night Cargill and Daris were much resembled the tracks of a
Companies. Mr. Hosmer who is a It afforded to the ancient Egyptians |
tied
for
high
string
on
118.
but
the
son of Capt. and Mrs. John A. and through them to the Greeks and
moose.
Marion Levensaller celebrated her latter had high total. The summary:
Hosmer of this city, has been with Romans a convenient and inexpen
Warden William F. Davis of this
The nanvrus ' 10th birthday by entertaining these
Forty Club No. 3—McLoon, 283; vicinity thinks it possible that they
the Western corporation six years, sive
writing
material.
wH pre'parcd' by'cuttingUheSal friends: Donald Mitchell. Dorothy
joining the staff as draftsman and
Orff, 272; Marshall, 281; Daris, 304; may be two very large deer. I, the
WALK-OVER SIGN
the reed
longitudinal
Smith, Glendenning, 272; total. 1412.
later being promoted to field en nith
writer of this strictly truthful arti
X ofwhich
were into
laid side^y
side Smith,
Gladys^Vngima
Smith, Smith,
Helen Bessie
te^nsaUer.
ROCKLAND,
MAIN$
Burpee Furniture Co.—Campbell, cle am now wavering in my opinion.
gineer The importance of his pres
ent position may be judged from the with another layer of strips crossing Mary Orff, Louise Mank Roger Shu 247; Cargill, 298; Thornton, 259; Is it deer, moose or “woofus?” I
fact that lie is just now in complete at right angles. The two layers thus , rp311, Marie Burnheimer, Victor Burn- Beaton. 280; Nelson, 258; total, 1342. have put in hours looking over the
462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
« « « «
Eleanor Miller Conrad Miller,
charge of a two-million dollar job ! prepared were soaked in water then
Encyclopaedia Brittanica and so far
for a by-products concern. Mr pressed together to make them ad-|and Clarissa Millei. A peanut hunt
The pins were not falling well for am undecided.
Hosmer is a former University cf here and dried. For books the papy- and several other games were en- the Street Railway and Burpee Fur
Taking into consideration the pre
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Get the habit of buying your Meats at the A. & P.
rus was formed into rolls by cement- joyed- Ic® cream and
-7^ niture Co. Tuesday night and high vailing condition of deep snow and
Maine football star.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritie, Muscu
ing together a number of sheets.
I aery®d bj’ R^,rs',FarJnl JY,1’ a^r1Stif total was made on 281. The sum the fact that the “woof” is not con
lar Lamtnest, Sprains and Bruises
Market
L. A. C.
tiy Mrs. Maude Mank and Alma Mank mary :
Harold Greene has received a crate ; Bangor. March 2.
sidered by “Dunt” to be a ferocious
when
__________________________ Marion received several gifts and the
of citrus fruits, oranges, grapefruit.!
Burpee Furniture Co.—Campbell. animal, the boys of northern Knox
best wishes of her guests for many 265; Cargill, 281; Thornton, 280; County headed by scholastic snow
Every piece of Beef sold in this market is U. S. Gov
lemons, taqgarincs, etc., from Ralph
METHYL BALM
Griffin, who is located in Manatee. I RAINIER LIME RICKEY more happy birthdays.
Beaton. 260; Nelson, 241; total, 1327. shoe champions, Arthur Hart, Cun
will
bring almost instant rslisfl
ernment
inspected
‘
Mrs. Oradell Stahl who has been
Fla. Mr. Griffin conducts at that
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
Street
Railway—Tolman.
244; ningham and Merrill of Union High
I the guest of Mrs. Cora Walter at Lane. 256: Jones. 228; Gregory, 269; School are now planning to take the
A scientifically compounded ex
place a large dairy farm having 509
erage—a perfect mixer
head of cattle,, besides his fruit Listen in every Friday evening at Waldoboro has returned home.
ternal application that should be
Achorn, 258; total, 1255.
It is safe to buy Meat at the A. & P.
spoor of these specimens of a prac
• » ♦ «
Mr.'and Mrs. Laforest Mank were
trees, and also raises small vegetables,
in avary home. 8old only at
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
tically extinct species and track
at Mrs. Carmi Hart's Sunday.
such as celery, etc. During the
Distributed by
Late bowling results: Central them to their carefully prepared den
Ernest Smith of Waldoboro recently Maine 1444. Dragons 1336; Forty lined with forest leaves in other
Johnston’s Drug Store
World War, Mr. Griffin was Mr.
THE
TEA
Rockland Produce Co.
visited his brother, Harold Smith.
13 PARK ST.
ROCKLANB
Greene's "top serpeant," and his “war
Club No. 1 1461, Kickapoo 1365; Ce words "leafy lair” capture them alive
N'ow
on
sale
at
Tillson
Avenue
GREAT
COMPANY
Alvin Mank and Carleton Weaver ment Quarry 2127. Repair Gang, so they may be carefully examined
buddy" in France. They spent their
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
Miniature
Golf
Course
i attended the Masonic meeting at 1947: Machine Shop 2207, Electri and catalogued.
furloughs together, visiting many
75 cants
146-29
! Waldoboro Friday evening.
historical and other places.
cians 2059.
•ttr
Union, Feb. 28.
A. J. See.

New Spring Hats

For spring showing we are featuring Bakous, Genuine Peanits,

Ballibuntles and rough novelty straws, tailored and flowered trimmed

in bodies and braids.

$1.98 to $12.50

A wide range of the new Watteau shapes (like the one sketched)

seem to predominate in leading the style shape of the season.

Crystal Jewelry

Bed Lamps

$1.00

$1.50 and $1.89

/

_ _ f_ _ _ _

1

D

Kitchen Wall Clocks

Spring Sweaters
$1.98

$2.98 <

Pottery

Double Breasted Smocks

98c

Playing Cards

Rag Rugs 59c

67c

$1.98

$1.50'

McLain Shoe Store

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

SPECIALS
SHOES

Ladies Black Rubbers

ANNOUNCEMENT

79c

I
Children’s High Shoes |

20% Discount

Men’s Work Shoes
1.98, 2.98
Men’s Trouting
Rubber Boots
5.85

Children’s Storm King |
Rubber Boots
2.98 •

SAVE

QUALITY MEATS

A. & P. MARKET

ATLANTIC 4 PACIFIC

Men’s Rubbers
1.00

McLain Shoe Store

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 6 (3 to 9.30)— Educational Club
meeting. Copper Kettle orch.
March 6—Charter Night of Waldo,
Lions Club.
March 8—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster
visits St. Peter's parish.
March 9—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Ella Buffum. Grove street.
March 9—Vinalhaven Town Meeting.
March 9—Hope town meeting.
March 10—Chapin Class bridge at Mrs.
David Talbot’s.
March 11—-Bates-Tuft Intercollegiate
debate at High School Auditorium, a
March 11—“In the Fountain of You|fc”
at Methodist vestry.
March 13—Colby Glee Club at H. S.
Auditorium.
March 16—Telephorte girls dance at
Temple hall.
March 16—Union town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
i
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begln.t
April 5—Easter Sunday.
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Kirk’s Orchestra is playing Tuesday
night at Watts hall, Thomaston, for a
special dance.

THE WATER BILL

CHISHOLM’S

Edwin A Cummings of Bangor who
was well known in this city, died
suddenly Tuesday.

CANDIES

Dr. Mary Reuter has opened her
office at 400 Main street, over Wool-,
worth's. Tel. 1233.

Rich Dark Coated

Pepp Patties
29c lb.

Miss Sadie Marcus is in Boston at
tending the furniture show in the in
terests of Stonington Furniture Co.
The funeral services of Mrs.
Charles Brown will be held at her
late residence, 40 Winter street, Fri
day at 2.30 p. m.

The dance to have been held in
Temple hall Tuesday night with the
Arcadians has been cancelled
Mrs. Prank Cates is quite ill with Royal
because of inability to secure use of
grippe at her home on James street. the
hall.
Good progress is being made on the
In answer to a number of requests'
foundation for the girls' dormitory at
a children's matinee will be run Sat- !
the rear of the Samoset Hotel.
urday morning at Park Theatre beSupper will be served by the AuxpiCtUreS °f SpeCial
iliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. j
1 for y°unBstersL. Saturday from 5 to 7 p. m.
-----i Free theatre tickets Saturday in
William T. Smith has return^ connection with a puzzle in the
from Houlton and Presque Isle where classified ad section. Look at that
he has been on business for several section quickly, solve the puzzle if
you are able and get your answer to
days.
The Courier-Gazette office. The first
Lawrence Perry is occupying the 20 correct answers get free tickets.
William Lufkin tenement'on Broad
way, ’ recently vacated by Mr. Hop
The men folks had charge of the
kins.
supper at the Littlefield Memorial
Church last night and the 100 or
Mrs. Priscilla Conary has moved more patrons, without wishing to be
from the Conary house, James street, ungallant, aver that the female of
into the St. Clair-Stevens tenement, the species never put on a better one.
Frank Gregory acted as commissary
22 Rockland street.
general, and was aided by some of
E. P. Colson, superintendent of the church’s leading strategists.
schools in Providence, who has been More than $40 was realized
attending a superintendents’ conven
tion in Detroit, has returned.
Two well known Rockland sports
men were taken in custody by Game
Manager Hopkins of the Atlantic Warden Davis the other day charged
and Pacific store at The Brook, has with brook fishing out of season. The
been transferred to Bath, and has matter did not reach the trial
moved from the William Lufktn stage, however, for the reason that
the attomey-generad has ruled that
house to that city.
brook fishing is permissible any time
The Legionnaires and their fortu in March, and has so instructed
nate guests are looking forward to Commissioner Stobie.
another happy smoker at Legion hall
tonight. Bud Fisher and Al. Wilson
The Lions Club had a home made
will be among the leather pushers.
program yesterday, and it was all to
the merry, to use an old expression.
Supt. A. F. McAlary of the Cam Parker Worrey, who has charge of
den & Rockland Water Co., is con the General Ice Cream agency in
fined to his home on Talbot avenue this city showed an interesting mo
by pneumonia, while Mrs. McAlary is tion picture dealing with the manu
ill with grippe. A trained nurse is facture of Fro-Joy, and dispelling
some illusions entertained by many
in attendance.
persons in regard to ices in general.
Ralph U. Clark, D.D.G.M. has sev One of his most convincing argu
eral inspection assignments for next ments was furnished by the samples
week—St. George Lodge of Warren of ice cream pie which everybody
Eduvard Gonia,
Monday night, Rockland Lodge, found delicious.
Tuesday night, and Aurora Lodge, master three years of an army mine
planter qualified for the lecture plat
Wednesday night.
form with a highly interesting talk
J. M. Blackington, formerly of about his three years' experience in
Rockland, is now in the employ of the Canal Zone where he laid mines
the Daily Siskiyou News,, published and cables and accumulated a vast
in Yreka, Calif. The editor, Don S. stock of valuable information. His
Avery 'and the advertising manager, trips through the Panama Canal, on
one of which he met the battleship
Roy Avery, are his stepsons.
hearing Peter Nelson, proved inter
Among the Colby College students esting and illuminating. Many maps,
chosen as delegates to the second photograps, and snapshots were
college economic conference of the shown. A. W. Gregory told of the
Maine Development Commission be committee’s work on public school
ing held at the State House, Augusta, affairs. F. L. Mackey, a former Lion
this week appears the name of Miss down in Texas was the only guest.
Gertrude L. Snowden of Stonington. The Club will send a large delegation
to the charter night exercises in
Capt. Nils Nelson who has been at Waldoboro tomorrow night.
the Addison and Gilbert hospital in
This custom of police combing the
Gloucester. Mass., for several months,
has been transferred to the Chelsea country unavailingly for criminals,
Marine Hospital for further treat suggests that there must be some
ment. Arnold Nelson left Tuesday thing the matter with the comb.—
for Boston to be with his father for a Wichita Eagle.
time.
Fortune tellers are the bunk— one
The dainty little crocus is making told us we'd get a flock of letters
its annual appearance in the garden when we got home the other night.
at the home of Mrs. Lilian S. Cop We did—had alphabet soup.
ping. Limerock street. Mr^ Copping
Piano lessons, jfrivate, $1.00 per
reports that the dull days last week
held them back so that they ap half hour. Mabel Lamb, Rockland,
peared about two days behind their Tel. 786-M.—adv.
usual time.
*
Classes in piano—kindergarten,
In the small hours of yesterday junior, senior pupils. Perfield sys
morning an overheated stove set fite tem used; 50 cents per lesson, class of
to the kitchen of Antonia Guistin’s 4. Mabel Lamb, Rockland. Tel.
house at 26 Front street. The ell was 786-M.—adv.
damaged to the extent of about $500,
Free theatre tickets Saturday in
and only prompt work on the part
of the department saved the main connection with a puzzle in the
structure. The alarm was from classified ad section. Look at that
section quickly, solve the puzzle if
box 49.
»
you are able and get your answer to
“Are you an Ergophile?” is the The Courier-Gazette office. The first
question facing one from city dailies 20 correct answers get free tickets.
now, and will be added tomorrow to
BORN
Educational Club Psychology ques
—At Thomaston. March 2. to Mr
tionnaire. It originated at annual rich
and Mrs. Raymond Rich, a son. Ken
meeting of Rational Puzzftrs League
neth Raymond.
and is submitted as a newly-coined CROCKETT—At West Medford. Mass..
Feb. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Brown
word for future dictionary publishers
Crockett, a daughter. Elizabeth.
by Everett M. Smith of Boston,
WINCHENBACH—At Waldoboro, Feb. 26.
to Mr. and Mrs. Millard Wlnchenbach,
a son.
PRENTICE—At New Harbor. Feb. 26. to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Prentice, a son.
REILLY—At Memorial Hospital. Dama
riscotta. Feb. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Reilly, a son. Reginald Lee.

SALTED

OLD FASHIONED

Choc. Cover’d Creams
29c lb.
SMALL

Pepps and Checks
29c
ASSORTED

Hard Candies
19c’

■ 'A

•'

v~i *■ -r

BLANCHED

Salted Peanuts
39c
Take Home For Dessert a Pint or
Quart Box of Our

Home Made
Ice Cream
pint 30c; quart 60c

FRUITS

Representative E. N. Hobbs of Hope
on Whose Motion the Knox Water
Bill Was Recommitted

Ask For
S. & H.
GREEN
STAMPS

s

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

After-StockSpecials for Friday, Saturday and Monday
SPECIAL LOT

ONE LOT

DEXDALE SILK HOSIERY

OUTSIZE RAYON SILK

All first quality; $1.95 value; (limited quantity)

BLOOMERS, 98c

pair $1.29

$1.39 value; all shades

SPECIAL LOT

ONE LOT

RAYON HOSE

RAYON SILK BROOMERS

50e regular goods; all perfect; all shades
(limited quantity)

75c value

59c; 2 for $1.00

pair 39c; 3 pairs $1.00
ONE COUNTER OF

OUR NEW SPRING LINE OF
BROADCLOTH AND PERCALE

CHILDREN’S GOLF HOSE
and Long Hose at Special Prices

DRESSES, $1.95

To Close Out

ANTI-INJUCTION BILL

committee on Judiciary, Mr. Hobbs A Correspondent Takes Sharp Ex
, stating that he had petitions of 465,
ceptions To Recent Appeal of Os
| and that it was desired to have a furcar Easton
sideration to anti-injunction laws, I
I ther hearing, and without any oppohope they will take up the matter of
' sition. the House voted to recommit Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
dealing with some aliens in this
| it to the Committee on Judiciary.
In your issue of Feb. 5 there was an country ^nd arrange to deport those
• • * «
article signed by Oscar W. Easton who are not satisfied with our insti
tutions and are trying to undermine
The Leland Bill calling for an appealing to voters to bring pressure them. It might lead to less unem
emergency issue of $3,000,000 high to bear on their Senators to vote for ployment among American citizens
way bonds for use this year was
and less occasion for the request for
passed to be enacted by the Senate an anti-injunction bill now before; an injunction by employers
the
Senate.
As
to
the
merits
of
the
.
Tuesday and sent up for the Gover
An American Citizen.
nor’s signature or veto. The act be bill in question I have no comments.
St. George, March 3.
comes effective upon its being signed I do not believe any injunction is
sued by a Federal judge ever inter- '
by Gov. Gardiner.
The measure, introduced by Sena fered with the rights of any man
tor Leland, Piscataquis, chairman of minding his own affairs. However,
the Ways and Bridges committee, I am willing to leave the matter of !
was designed to permit “early spring the pending bill to the good judg
road construction this year." The ment of our Senators who are much
issue will form a portion of a better qualified to pass on the merits ,
$15,000,000 highway and bridge bond of the bill than either Mr. Easton or
’* I
issue authorized by the last Legisla myself.
The criticism I have to make of
ture.
The bill was passed by a rising ' Mr. Easton's article is that he is not
vote of 25 Senators after Senator a voter, and is not, I have reason to !
Foster, Hancock, who tabled it last I believe, an American citizen, lacking
i which it would seem rather preweek, moved for passage.
“Specify Sherwin-Wil
A e * *
| gumptious on his part to advise j
liams Paint and engage
Hancock County would lose one 1 American citizens what they should
a good painter.”
State Senator and Oxford would gain I do about their laws.
Just before the Senate gives con- !
one under a majority report of the

F. I. SIMONTON CO.
Her hat was one side, her clothes
rumpled and her shoes in shreds.
"Were you knocked down by a
motorist?" asked a sympathetic
bystander.
"No," she said, sadly. "I was picked
up by one."
>

UNION

The American Legion Auxiliary will
hold another card party Saturday
evening at their hall in Robbins block.
Mrs. J. R. Howse and Mrs. H. H.
Plumer have returned from a visit in
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Josephine Bessey, Mrs. Ethel
Pa: ‘‘I'm sure jny son didn't in Griffin, Mrs. Agnes Creighton and
Mrs. Lena Moody spent an enjoyable
herit his silly ideas from me!”
Ma: "No; I agree with you. You've afternoon Monday at the new home of
still got all yours.”
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Messer.

Sherwin-Williams

PAINT,> H EADQUARTERS

SWEET

Florida Oranges
25c doz.
Sweet Navel Oranges
29c doz.

Florida Grapefruit
3 for 25c
Tobacco Department

SPECIAL
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
ONE TO SIX O’CLOCK

A Few of Those $3.00

Milano Pipes
98c
50c

Briar Pipes
29c
*

White Owl Cigars
Are Cheaper Now

6c each

Estabrook & Eaton
Special Selections

FANCY FRESH CAUGHT

HALIBUT

lb

Then paint your house with
SWP—the most economical
house paint on the market.
It costs less because fewer
gallons are needed. SWP will
outlast “cheaper” paints by
years. Its wonderful body en
ables it to cover many more
square feet of surface.
SWP provides for your home a
colorful, armor-like film that
protects it from the severest
weather for years. Save paint
ing dollars and repair bills.
Paint with SWP Now!

Perry’s Market

B
BRUSHING

LACQUER
The popular modern fast
drying home lacquer. Easily
applied. Exquisite colors.
Dries while you
wait. Per Pt.
.DU

Camel Cigarettes
1.19 carton

PrinceAlbert Tobacco

CHISHOLM’S

BETH Wl..

Sweets help

Stave off

fatigue and
restore

energy.

SWP Regular Colors.
Per Gal.....................

Rapid Drying

A beautiful enamel finish for wood,

concrete or linoleum floors. With
stands daily scrubbing and
1.00
tramping heels. Per qt..

S-W MAR-NOT
Fatt-Dri

A water-resisting floor varnish made

to walk on. For wood and printed
linoleum floors.
« ja
Per quart.................... l«4u

S-W FLAT-TONE

DO YOU SMOKE

1.00

SWP Outside Gloss
White Per Gal.......

S-W FLOOR ENAMEL

10c each; 11 for 1.00

75c TIN OF PRINCE ALBERT
and a
$1.00 BRIAR PIPE FOR

- CUT THE COST OF PAINTING
YOUR HOUSE

TIMELY TDCOETTIONT

13c Grade; now—

I

offerings.
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Carver. Mr.

The matter of the Knox Water
I District which was supposed to have
been virtually closed with the SenI ate's acceptance of the committee’s
unanimous report “ought not to
pass” assumed a new and interesting
phase yesterday when, on mption of
Representative Hobbs, the water dis
trict bill was recommitted to the

Jumbo Va. Peanuts
30c lb.

The graduating class of the Wil
liam Bok Home for Nurses, accom
panied by the superintendent, Mrs.
Nettie Lord, visited Mayor Richard
son's office Tuesday and listened to a
talk which dealt with the disposal of
garbage and refuse. The discussion
DIED
was supplemented with motion pic BROWN—At Rockland. March 4. Clarin
Opposite Waiting Room
tures from thd State Health Der
da. wife of Charles Brown, aged 69
ROCKLAND, MAINE
years.
9
months.
29
days.
Funeral
partment. '
•.»
Friday at 2 o'clock from late residence
40 Winter street.
The meeting of Miriam Rebekah^ *MEARS
—At Rockland. March 3. Jennie
Lodge Tuesday evening was a busy
L. Mears, aged 46 years. 4 months, 24 A RADIO EXPERT
days.
Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock .
\\
and profitable one. Supper was
served under the direction of Mrs. McIVER—At Camden, March 4. Etta Mc
Iver. aged 54 years. 1 month.' 3 days.
Lina Carroll and Mrs. Elizabeth
SERVICE
Private funeral services.
Moody.
Degrees were conferred CROCKETT—At Pittsfield. March 5. Mrs.
upon Miss Beatrix Clements, Mr. ahd
George Crockett, formerly of this city
R. W. TYLER
and Thomaston.
Mrs. Lester Post, Samuel Rogers,
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
CONLEY
—
At
South
Pasadena.
Calif..
Miss Jennie Brock and Mrs. I Orissa
20. Grace Darling Conley, form
Richards. Plans were made for ar Feb.
erly of Isle au Haut.
St. Patrick’s Party to be given at the
next meeting, March 17. It will be
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to extend sincere thanks and
for Rebekahs and their husbands,
heartfelt
appreciation
to our neighbors
and Odd Fellows and wives, each and friends for the many
favors and
member being privileged to invite kind loving thoughts (shown us in our
Take $ome
recent
bereavement.
one guest. There will be bridge and
Mrs.
Dora
Payson
Starrett
and
Mrs.
candy or cook
“63." dancing, music and refresh Mae Jones Starrett.
ments, all for a ridiculously small fife.
Warren.
•
ies to the office
Tickets may be procured at the store
CARD OF THANKS
of C. M. Havener, Rankin Block, and
We wish to thank neighbors and
for a mid after
of Mrs. Helen Clark at Gonia's store, friends
for their many kindnesses; also
also of various members. Mrs. Jose for their sympathy during our ecent
bereavement, and for thf beautiful floral
phine Burns is general chairman. ‘
noon nibble..

Musical kindergarten.
Children and Mrs. Charles Simpson. Jr.
Vinalhaven.
who are not old enough to enter pub
lic schools will enjoy my class work.
Any child seven years or under may
DR. MARY E. REUTER
enter. First lesson free to March 11.
Osteopathic Physician
Call 786-M, Mabel Lamb, Rockland,
Graduate Amerioan School of
—adv.
Osteopathy
Piano lessons, private, $1.00 per 400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
half hour. Mabel Lamb, Rockland,
28tf
Tel. 786-M.—adv.

Recommitted To Judiciary on
Strength of Rockland Peti
tion—Other Matters

subcommittee on senatorial reapportionment filed with the reapportionment committee Tuesday. The re
port, which left other senatorial dis
tricts unchanged was accepted and
tabled by the general committee.
Senator Foster, Hancock, was the
minority member of the sub-commit
tee of seven. He did not file a sepa
rate report. Representative Briggs,
Caribou, who presented the report,
explained that the number of Sena
tors from Androscoggin County was
not increased to equal the Kennebec
representation because of the num
ber of aliens in the former county.
Androscoggin, with two Senators,
has a population of 71,214. under the
1930 census while Kennebec, with a
population of 70,691, has three Sena
tors.
Deduction of 7225 aliens from the
Androscoggin population would give
that county a population of 62,989,
Briggs said, while deduction of the
4123 Kennebec aliens would leave a
population of 66.586 or 3579 more
than Androscoggin.
Daniel F. Fields. Republican State
Committee chairman, told the com
mittee he was in favor of “any of the
proposals, for congressional reappor
tionment," which had been suggest
ed. “I once disapproved of having
Androscoggin and Knox Counties in
the same district because of their
Democratic leanings,” he said, “but
after watching the way things have
gone for the last 10 years I don't be
lieve you could get any combination
of counties in Maine that would re
sult in a Democratic vote for Con
gress.”
Fields suggested that the commit
tee "pay the Maine Congressional
delegation the courtesy” of listening
to its views before definitely decid
ing upon a Congressional reappor
tionment.

Pace Thrfee

MILLER’S

A washable flat wall paint for in
terior decorations. Produces beau
tiful velvet finish on plasnn
ter or wallboard. Per quart
«O U

GARAGE

1929 Nash Coupe
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
1929 Ford Pick-up
1928 Ford Sedan
1929 Ford Roadster
1928 Willys-Knight Sed’n
1930 Essex Roadster
1926 Ford Tudor
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1929 Oldsmobile Coach
1928 Pontiac Coach
1928 Durant Roadster

Do You Need A New Floor
In Your House?
This is a good time to have one laid

We carry in stock

TWO GRADES of OAK FLOORING
Also BIRCH, YELLOW PINE and DOUGLAS FIR

UOMCT/OA
jw the

Our %-inch Oak and Beech Flooring make a fine
floor laid over your present floor

USED-CAR-BUYER
All these cars are equipped with five good tires—paint and upholstery
fine—excellent mechanical condition—complete tool equipment.

Wc are so confident of the performance and quality of these cars
that we are covering them with our Used Car Guarantee.

MILLER’S
Rankin Street

GARAGE
Rockland

Our flooring is kiln-dried, and the prices are low.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Telephone 14

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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| at East Thomaston for "noticing in a |
A TAXPAYER’S VIEWS
STATE OF MAINE
suitable manner the murder of Mr.
Cilley.” It was called to order by H. Regarding Municipal Affairs In St.
Those who attended the day ses
Stevens, organized by H. C. Lowell
George-Bit Sarcastic About the
sion of Hope Grange from this “neck '
[Continued from Page One]
chairman, N. Meservey and Wm.
Roads
of the woods” last Saturday were Mr
AERONAUTICS AND RADIO CONTROL
' Masters secretaries, with prayer by i
and Mrs. U. G. Pease. Mr. and Mrs first to arrive. The weapons, (chosen aim aLter, the
The Committee on Aeronautics and
years' ltJ® Rev. Mr. Bryant; and similar resolu- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Radio Control will give a public hearing
John Marriner, Mr. and Mrs. L. W by Cilley as the challenged party' difficult
to see Ithe historian said] I ViWTiO
t;ons MUV
but U1U11.
more utviucui.i
decidedly vnuuuau.c
criminative
a ICW
few xcxutu&a
remarks 111
in lCgdlU
regard to
1
iI think
UUUIY a.
LU in
its
in
its rooms at the State House in Au----------1 Bennett and daughter Ethel, Mr. and were rifles; the distance was fixed
of the’’conspiracy" were adopted. The our town and its officials who have gusta. on
I
Get
an
85c
bottle
of
KRUSCHEN
:
Mrs.
A.
I.
Perry.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
at
80
yards;
and
the
parties
took
cruel
code
of
duelling
itself
the
con-i
rema
ins
of
Mr.
Cilley,
after
a
public
been
in
office
the
past
year
would
i’m’p m
Lost Her Double Chin
SALTS at David L.
McCatry’s (lasts Hall, and Daniel Ludwig.
The their respective positions, the choice d This1 event wi fohowed bv public funeral at Washm8ton' werP trans’ not be °ut of Place at thls timc First; s p 27?. " n. 2Si.-Art authorizing
Lost Her Prominent Hips
4 weeks). If this first bottle doesn't I weather was warm and sunny and of which fell by lot to Graves, and
nils event was louuwea uy puonc ported to Thomaston, and there re-! we should all take our hats off to ! cities, towns and counties to acquire and
' convince you this is the easiest, safest . the roads fine for either autos or , tilt word "fire" to Cilley’s second meetings and resolutions of condemWjth suitable public solem- our town clerk; an official of his Zoeieae r61™0™ an.d, land,'?p, »ds T?'
Lost Her Sluggishness
nation in the leading towns and 1 nities, April 19.
j and surest way to lose fat—if you ! horse and sleigh, but a few more Three shots were exchanged,
' standing deserves all credit and we j dis^ittoUD6fContes*coUect«?8from tax
Gained Physical Vigor
don’t feel a superb improvement in i days of warm sun on southern
After the first, and again after the cities of this and several other States | Prior to these obsequies, a meeting believe he has served the town to the on gasoline used in aeropian engines or
Gained in Vivaciousness
health—so gloriously energetic—vig- . exposures will result in bare spots second shot, a suspension took place, of
or the
tne Union.
union In
in Thomaston,
inomaston, a of Democrats was heid at the Mill .best of his ability. Speaking of the ! ?ur£has£d, f0I ?uch Punx»es—H. p. 721.
Gained a Shapely Fgiure
orously alive—your money gladly re- j and every one will have to use and a conference was held between oTpartv was held at^the new Batnist River nieeting-house. APril 13' and r°ad commissioner and our roads be- commission to Mudy the need^TSTecommission to ®tudy the needs and re
turned.
j wheels instead of runners when go- the seconds and friends of the par- oi party, was neld at the new Baptist
asures adopted for erecting a ing kept clear from snow this winter I uuirements
of aviation and its developIf you're fat—remove the cause!
Take half a teaspoonful of kruschen ; ing to town. There is plenty of snow ties. Various propositions were made meeting-house, West Thomaston, on monument jn memory of their late
ment and initiate a state system of
KRUSCHEN SALTS contain the 6 morJrng^cut ouTp^tr^aVTa" meate here in this immediate section, how- to induce Cilley to modify the the afternoon of March 7, at which l^and^TveTT^der/B.’^WA. is "remarkable" as .there has been no weather observation service and making
snow to speak of all winter. With
appropriation therefor—S. P. 292.
mineral salts your body organs, glands —go light on potatoes, butter, cream and ever.
grounds of his rejecting Webbs strong resolutions, reported by a Levensaler J Hewett E Wilson now regard to past winters I well remem an
Resolve to improve the State Aviation
and nerves should have to function nmerTonw3 nmm" M/o'f ’fa^have Mr
Field
at Augusta.
27-29
and Mrs- u- G- Pease were communication but invain: he still; committee of 43. of which John S. established as a lawyer in the west- ber that one road, in particular w&s
’ properly.
WAYS & BRIDGES
vanished
supper and Saturday evening guests replied that by such rejection hi Abbott was chairman, were unam- ern vju
N c. Fletcher, Jos. Berry, not cleared for two weeks or more.
When your vital organs fail to per
The Committee on Ways & Bridges
Notice also that you have gained in of Mr. and Mrs L W Bennett
meant no disrespect to Mr Graves mously adopted, expressive of the in- i jMerrill J G Paine and J P Cole With snow over our knees I traveled
form their work correctly—your bow energy—your skin is clearer—your eyes
will give a public hearing In Its rooms at
_ _____towards whom he entertained, then
tense feeling of sorrow and indigna- i
3nnAjnfpd « rnmmittpe to enn^
with glorious heaith-you feel
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young and
.
the highest resDect and the' tion that Dervaded the community wefe apjxnnted a committee to con- every day to carry mail and gro the State House. In Augusta, on
els and kidneys can’t throw off that sparkle
in body-keener in mind family of Camden who were guests ananow.
nignest respect ana tnt tion tnat pervaaea tne community. sultwlth thelr brethren in the State, ceries to a sick family.
TUESDAY, MARCH 10. at 2 P M.
waste material—before you realize it younger
L. D. 371. An Act relating
kruschen will give any fat person a nf Mr and Mrs w f Hail list week kindest feelings, but thatit was ( These were published and sent to
|________________________________
When it comes to a change in se toH.taxP.on918gasoline.
—you're growing hideously fat!
H. P. 1119. L. D 695.
joyous surprise.
•
•
“
s'
• •
last *eek made because he chose to be drawn our members of Congress and the
lectmen and tax collector I deem it An Act relating to the distribution of
1
ay'
into no edntroversy with Webb.
State Legislature. The meeting was
necessary
to
have
a
change
for
the
[
Gasoline Tax.
Mrs. Alton Pease and children and
This answer, which was given after opened with prayer by Rev. J. Washinterest
and its
its tax.
. The of‘°“
°wlng
H. P. 428.H In
interest nf
oi thp
tne town
town ana
lax !, favor
thc
townResolves:
of Washington
p
Miss Minerva Pease were guests Sun- the second shot. Wise said, left Mr burn, and by singing an ode cornpayers. I notice under headlines in ; 680. in favor of the city of Rockland,
day of Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease.
Graves precisely where he stood be- posed for the occasion by Mrs. Sarah
our recent town book “Property held ! g p 682- In favor of the town of North
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plete the climax of his infamy, by ' betts, who presented it to Judge Ed-! interest and Rents . ..
25 056 92 Interest and Rents ...............
Booklet
(Ione to
3.616 59
“And of all I like this one the ' party were in blue and pink. Misses
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
proposing as governor of the once \ ward K. Gould. On the completion ' All other Assets .........L..'...;:4.047 79 All other Assets ....................
Oclober)
OM
best. See, I will sketch his head j Irma Morse and Leila Stockbridge as
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Hotel
Application
illustrious commonwealth of Vir-1 of the new “Montpelier,” Judge |
"
Gross Assets ....................... $3,538,656 SO
378.997 49
(for you and try if you can name sisted with the refreshments. The
ginia, to pay her State debt by seiz-. Gould presented this desk to the Deduct items not admitted
138 282 78 Deduct Items not admitted
Dinins Room Service Unturpa:sed Maselynn
H H
him.” If you wish to see the company included Margaret Kent,
ing and selling into slavery a most Knox Memorial Association, and it 1
Sumfotdan-theAdmitted
......................
......
$3,159,658
81
Maxine Kent, Annie Watson. Margaret [
Catskill*. N. Y
valuable portion of her free popula- is now a restored and beautiful piece
Admitted ............................. $2,735,823 87
Manager
sketch, .take a pencil and join all Withee,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
Gladys Smith, Nellie Kent, ,
tion, and by engaging in the unnat- of furniture which will have a proper '
liabilities dec. 31. 1930
the numbered dots . together, I Irma Morse, Leila Stockbridge and |
Net Unpaid Losses ............. ..$ oi.sss gs
ural rebellion against the laws, lib- I inscription, and occupy a place in |
............. *, 121'12? 22 ,Unearned Premiums ............. 727,084 99
starting with dot number one and Miss Velma Morse as guest of honor.
other Liabilities ........... 329.300 00
erties, and life of the nation.
j the office entrance of ' Montpelier,” ah other Liabilities
120^93 85 All
ending with dot number forty- I Mrs. Edward Sprague and Mrs. NelCash Capital .................... 1.000,000 00
The week following, a similar ! at last having a final resting place in Surplus over all Liabilities 1.225.495 15 Surplus
over all Liabilities 1.011,617 97
' five. ‘‘He was a great American 1 son Morse were invited guests. Re- I
meeting of his political and personal! the town where it was first used by
„
and made a wonderful address at [ freshments were served and games.
Total
llblliUes
and surplus $3,159,658 81
friends was held in the new church its distinguished but ill-fated owner.
h ' ia’lTh- ‘
—
28-Th-M
participated in.
j
.Gettysburg!” says Billy.

How One Woman Lost

NORTH HOPE

i

THE CILLEY-GRAVES DUEL

Legislative Notices

20 Pounds of Fat

!COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE;
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OWL S HEAD

- 8.30 to 9.00

TONIGHT

SALADA TEA presents
NATHANIEL SHILKRET and his Orchestra

JAMES MELTON, the golden voiced Tenor

Station WJZ, New York

Flavor!

Freshness!

Uniformity!

ARMOUR’S

CLOVERBLOOM
BUTTER

THREE CROW
BAKING POWDER
Is made for the most particular cook in the world—
The State of Maine Housewife

The First and Only Citrus Baking Powder
to be placed on the market

Guaranteed Absolutely Pure
by the

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

PAINTING

•
in All Its Branches

JOHN A. KARL & co.
Rockland
17-26

Telephone 745-W

•’ Page Five

ROCKPORT

Friends were saddened to learn of
the death of Mrs. Stanley Ireland
which occurred last week at her
home at Mattawamkeag following an
illness from pneumonia. Mrs. Ire
land was before marriage Millie
Erickson of this town, daughter* of
Mr. and Mrs. John Erickson, and
heartfelt sympathy is extended the
bereaved family. Besides the par
ents and husband deceased leaves
three children, aged 18, 12 and 6
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roche of
Melrose. Mass., were weekend guests
of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
An addition is being made to the
Chester Pascal building, Commercial
street, which is used by Ralph Buzzell in connection with his mill.
The Trytohelp Club was delight
fully entertained Monday evening at
the Baptist parsonage with Mrs.
George F. Currier as hostess. Next
Monday evening at the vestry the
members will enjoy a “poverty sup
per,” the bill of fare consisting of
pea soup, johnny cake and dough
nuts.
Mrs. John Erickson returned
Monday from Mattawamkeag where
she
was. ,called, toy, the illness
and
,
.,
_
.
death of her daughter, Mrs. Stanley
Ireland. Mrs. Erickson was accom
panied home by Mr. Ireland and
three children who will remain in
town for a short stay.
Nellie Freethy who has been with
her sister, Mrs. Etta Carter, Union
street, for the past few months, has
returned to her home in Brookline,
Mass.
Mrs. Frances Andrews is the guest
of her daughter Mrs. Carrie Whittier
at Bath.
Mrs. Linthel Lane has gone to
Searsport to join her husband, Capt.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Harry Lane, whose barge is at that
place for the present.
Capt. Blanchard Tilden Orne
The celebration of Lincoln's and
Seldom does the passing of an in Washington’s birthday anniversaries
dividual bring such universal sorrow bv members of Fred A. Norwood
as that caused by the death of Capt. W.R.C. last Friday evening proved a
enjoyable event. This pleas
Blanchard T. Orne which occurred at highly
ing program was given: Vocal duet,
I his home in Thomaston, Feb. 14, Linthel Lane and Amy Miller: read
! when he succumbed to an illness ings, Hazel Cain, Maud Davis, Effie
from which expert medical skill, as- Salisbury, Louise Melvin, Stella
j sisted by the loving ministration of Simonton, Cacilda Cain, Emma
piano solo, Amy Miller; sing
a devoted wife and daughter could Torrey;
ing in unison “America." Then
' not save. Capt. Orne was born in came a valentine dialogue, which was
Cushing Nov. 7, 1876, son of Moses very amusing, the participants being
and Annie (Jameson) Orne. The Emma Torrey, Linthel Lane, Amy
{family moved to East Friendship Miller, Stella Simonton, Louise Mel
J when he was but two years of age. vin, Vellie Simmons. Alta Tibbetts,
I In 1900 he was united in marriage Olive Sylvester, Effie Salisbury, Maud
with Miss Cora Burns of Friendship Davis, Etta Carter, Maud Peterson.
and established a home in this town Della Larson, Cacilda Cain, Hazel
A lunch consisting of fruit,
where their daughter Lorinda Belle Cain.
sandwiches, cake, fancy cookies and
j was born.
For six years he followed the sea coffee was served.
Mrs. Anna Trim has reopened her
as a yachtsman and was acting as
third mate when through the death summer street residence after spend
of the late Benjamin D. Conant, his ing the winter months at the home of
place of business being left vacant, Mrs. Josephine Collamore.
Claus Erickson returned Monday
Capt. Orne purchased it and moving
1 his family there carried on a success- from Mattawamkeag where he was
• ful business for 13 years, five of which called by the death of his niece, Mrs.
he also served his town as first select Stanley Ireland.
man. During the World War he atMrs. Charlotte C. Dillingham who
' tended a school of navigation in has been in Bangor for a few- days
I Rockland, after which he entered following the automobile collision in
' service in the merchant marine, which her car was badly damaged,
visiting many foreign ports. Twelve returned Friday.
years ago he sold his business here
Ross Patterson, who has just com
and bought a new home in Thomas pleted a very successful ten weeks’
ton where his family resided while broadcasting contract over station
I he was in the employ of W. K. WTIC, Hartford, on the subject
’ Vanderbilt, as mate on the yacht Ara Astrology, arrived home Monday
in which he made a trip around the night.
world.
* • • •
Funeral services were held in the
School Notes
Baptist Church, Thomaston. Feb. 17,
Hoboken School. Hortense Bohn' Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiating. The
church quartet sang “Beautiful Isle dell. teacher: Pupils not absent dur
of Somewhere,” and “Lead Kindly ing the past term. Mildred Butler,
Light.”
The Masonic lodge of Pauline Tatham, Albert Young, Ed
which Capt. Orne was a member at gar Barrows, Charles Hare, Clarence
tended in a body. The bearers were Morse, Louise Oliver, Ruth Oliver,
Capt. Hollis Harrington, Chesley Mary Reed, Lewis Tatham, Benja
Delano, Emerson Watts and J. Walter min Wall. Mildred Ames. Those who
Strout. Many friends and relatives had perfect spelling lessons, Clar
from this place attended the funeral ence Morse, Carroll Richards. Ber
paying their last tribute to "Blanch" nard Andrews, Mary Reed, Edgar
whose rare personality, pleasant Barrows.
smile and friendliness endeared him
The valentine box which was so
to them all. Many beautiful floral much enjoyed by the pupils was left
tributes attested the esteem of a host entirely in charge of the second grade
of friends. Besides his widow, he scholars. With the book-shelves and
leaves a daughter Mrs. Arthur Galen pastboard they constructed mail
Eustis, a grandson Arthur Galen Jr., boxes. Warren Barrows acted as
i brother Marcellus P. Orne of South postmaster and was assisted by other
Warren and several cousins who pupils as mail clerks, letter carriers
mourn his death.
etc; 327 valentines were stamped and
delivered.

A birthday party was given for
Madeline Philbrook at her home Sat
urday evening. Those present were
Lillias Reid, Harold Hamar, Robert
St. Clair, George Dyer. Raymond
Winslow, Margery Philbrook, Eliza
beth Scammon, Camilla Emery, Beba
Emery, Lester Emery, Alice Scammon,
Adelbert Philbrook, Mrs. Annie Far
rell and Mrs. Mellie Reid.
Prayer meeting was held last week
with Miss Daisy Maddocks. There will
be no meeting this week during the
pastor's absence, but Thomas J.
Young will conduct a prayer service
in the church Sunday evening at 7
o’clock in place of the regular service.
The Circle met last week with Mrs.
Calvin Rogers. The ladies voted to
have a church supper as soon as the
library kitchen is in repanr. This week
the ladies meet with Miss Maggie
Young.
The young people who have parts
in the drama “The Headless Horse
man" ara> requested to meet at the
library at 6.30 Friday evening to re
hearse the play. Mrs. Scammon, Mrs.
Paige and Mrs. Parker Merriam will
assist in coaching.
t»»v h d
8 at? 11 a m,
nd will
corvine at
I land
will rnnniinf
conduct tno
the service
11 a.m
at Owls Head Sunday morning in Mrs.
Carlson’s absence.
Rev. Helen Carlson left Tuesday
morning for a week’s stay in Oxford
County where she will lecture under
the auspices of the W. C. T. U. She
Will be the guest of Mrs. George Mor
ton of South Paris. While in that
county she will also give her leceures
on China, at Paris Hill and at West
Paris and will speak at a union meet
ing of the churches of Bethel on Sun
day night.

CAN A SISTER OFFER
A LITTLE FRIENDLY
ADVICE ?

T

New

HOTEL

EDISON
“A hotel worthy of its name "

47th SL, just west of Broadway, New York
Io the center of the city’s business, shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make thia hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
To meet the present-day demand for luxifrv as well

as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur

nished them beautifully and installed every modern

convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large

closets, etc.

1OOO ROOMS
1OOO RATUS
RADIO in every room
SINGLE from *2.50

DOUBLE from >4.00
SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for
permanent guests
For banquet* a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persona is available

William F. Thomann
Manager q
Telephone PF.nn. 6-8600

Town meeting will be held here
next Monday and the usual baked
bean dinner will be served by the
Grange.
Mrs. I. O. Eugley and daughter
Louise who have been visiting rela
tives in Massachusetts, returned
this week.
The 4-H Club under the leadership
of Mrs. Don Heald met at the Village
Saturday afternoon, with an attend
ance of 20, and much interest is
manifested. March 28 the ciub will
meet with the leader, Mrs. Don
Heald.
Mrs. Agnes Gould has returned
from a visit in Boston.
Mrs. Hazel Pottle and three sons
were guests Friday of Mrs. Ada Mor
ton in Belmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Gray and
daughter of Gardiner were guests
HEN we find that some slight Sundav of relatives in town.
adjustment makes a marvelManley Turner who is passing the
i ous improvement in a child we
. wonder why we hadn't thought be- winter in Liberty was at home over
the weekend.
! fore to give* thc child this help.
Miss Mary Hayden, health nurse
A good example is the experience of Belfast, has been in town the past
of Mrs. P. M. Sears, 62 Pousland week.
St., Portland. She says' “My little
Miss Gladys Heal of Camden visit
girl was doing fairly well but I noticed
she didn’t sleep like she should and ed her sister Ruth Heal a few days
last week.
didn’t seem to nave much energy.
“I wanted to do something for her,
NORTH WARREN
and a friend advised California Eig
Syrup, so I gave Rita some. She im
The four year old son of Mr. and
proved so much I wonder why I
didn’t do something for her stomach Mrs. Burleigh Mank is very ill with
and bowels before. It relieved her pneumonia.
sluggishness, made her sleep well;
Several citizens attended town
gave her plenty of energy.”
meeting Monday at- the village.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank were
To point up a child’s appetite, in
crease energy and strength, assist visitors Sunday at Lester Mank’s.
digestion and assimilation, there’s
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes and
nothing more effective than pure family were at Charles Mank’s Sunvegetable California Fig Syrup. Doc dav.
tors advise its use to open the bowels
Frederick Lennox is in Sedgwick
during colds and children’s diseases; for a few days.
or wnenever bad breath, coated
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Cummings ol
tongue, headaches, listlessness, etc., Union were at E. C. Crawford’s Sun
warn of constipation.
day.
Thc genuine always bears the name
Friends of Avery P. Starrett were
California. So look for that when grived to learn of his death which
buying. At all drugstores.
followed a brief illness. Many from
this vicinity attended the funeral
CALI FORNI/V which
was held Sunday at the
Congregational Church. Deceased was
a member of White Oak Grange of
I LAXATIVE-TONIC/or CHILDREN this place.

/J ____ —

------------------

------ —

NO

NEXT MONDAY /^goodness-^
WHAT SUDS? MY
WASH IS AS WHITE
AS SNOW AND 1
DIDN'T SCRUB A
BIT. HURRAH
FOR RlNSO/ /

YES? AND IT'sA I
JUST AS WONDEft-H^” .
FUL FOR DISHES 1

1

______ ___ .
2
lns° suas are so thick
U,. t an I,
*
‘‘,RinSO
almost wash tthemselves! It’s v,7na|n’i’’,the clothes
d,rt soaks out
J . to see fiow tlie doth^ ‘° See how
niter
. "e eiothes rmc «... •
threadbare r ’
d,,"’t need ' l

118 Broadway

rY ^HApLES,

Rich suds in tuh
*and' M;Une
CuP for cup R.n
- tub or washer
i'ghtweight

""

puff?'°

fi,Ves twice as

.

THE GRANULATED SOAP
LA Thurs. 5:30 p,,M* ^“t*e*’"W'hat Hann, i
______
P- M- St««iou WCSH. M , '°J<ng” T^-s. I

for whiter washes
■■BCBMaKBBnHHHKaaHii
1 and Mrs. Elzie Penniman, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Duplisey, Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. Edward Brackett is very ill. Edward Gifford, Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Walter McFarland motored to McFarland and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Sandwiches, hot coffee,
Fairfield Saturday to attend the fire . Ferrin.
cake, fudge and ice cream were
men's muster.
Mr. McFarland received
A large company attended the j served.
drama “Wild Ginger," presented Feb. | many cards and gifts.
Mrs. Bessie Morton has employ
26 at the Surf Casino by members ol
ment at the home of Arthur House
Atlantic Grange.
Kenneth Colby of Damariscotta is in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Viola Poland of Loudville
visiting at L. E. Bailey's.
Congratulations are being extend visited her daughter Mrs. Samuel
ed to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reilly, on Morton last week.
Miss Wintie Chadwick of Pemathe birth of a son, Reginald Lee, at.
Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta, quid Beach has employment at Mrs.
Charles Blaisdell’s.
Feb. 26.
Miss Arlene Crocker of Augusta is
Six couples including the host and
hostess enjoyed a fine time at a a guest at Samuel Reeves.
Arthur Tukey and Reuben Chase
birthday party Feb. 25 at Walter Mc
Farland’s. The guests included Mr. who have employment in Augusta,

NEW HARBOR

Millions use it in
tub, washer and dishpan
spent the weekend here with their
parents.
Rev. J. E. Herrick and Haroid Wot
ton were in Bristol Mills Saturday.
A fine baby boy arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Prentice
Feb. 26. Congratulations!
Alexander Hanna and bride (Eliza
beth Poole) are spending a few days
at Mr. and Mrs. Riley McFarland's.
Mr. Hanna intends to open a barber
shop in town soon and his friends
wish him success.

MANK’S CORNER

Lesa Mae Robinson who has em
ployment in Portland spent the holi
days with her mother Mrs. L. M.
I Newbert.
Lottie Storer and Homer Jones
were at the village Monday.
Ralph Stahl and Mrs. Lucy Clarry
visited Mrs. Clarry’s mother, Mrs. G.
j Miller on Clarry Hill last week.
Levi Robinson has been working a
i few days for D. O. Stahl.
Dyson Jameson recently spent a
week with his grandmother Mrs. L.
j M. Newbert.
.
A lot of people make noises because
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mank were
Raskob is financing the Democratic at Z. G. Mank’s last week.
party, but not many of them have
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff were at
come forward with offers to relieve the village last week and calling on
I him of the job.—Lynchburg News. ’ friends.

oon you
be driving

• ••

the hills
the mountains
Stop the knocks in your motor and flatten out

Maine Mother’s
Lucky Find

these heavy grades.

NO-NOX ETHYL

W

STOPS KNOCKS

AT THE SIGN
OF THE

ORANGE DISC

Power a plenty ... with no uneven explosions, is
generated from every charge of No-Nox Ethyl
taken into the combustion chamber. There is
no power waste, over-heating or knocking.

NO-NOX ETHYL is quick starting...fast in traffic
getaway . . . powerful and smooth in pickup.
Your motor will benefit by its use.

(S) Gulf Refining Company

FIG SYRUP

1

— I KNOW? YOU'RE
GOING TO TELL ME
ALL ABOUT R.INSO
AGAIN. ALL RIGHT
I'LL TRY
NEXT MONDAY

Ions Use Rlnso 'rt,

LINCOLNVILLE

NOW OPEN—The

-STOP SCRUBBING, ANN
ITS REALLY FOOLISH
WHEN------>

WELL,WHAT
IS IT NOW ?

106
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THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

Thomaston High basketball teams
will go to Rockport Saturday evening
■ to play Rockport High schedule
games.
i Walter Powers has been detained
v ❖ ❖ ❖❖❖ ❖
•> ❖ ♦ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ♦♦♦ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4* ❖
i from business because of a week's 111Who is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
! ness.
|
Advertisements In th’s column not to
t
exceed three lines Inserted once for 26
coln and Waldo Counties. Ilis name is
The grocery store of E. E. Spear &
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Adaltlonal
i Son, corner of Main and Erin streets,
Mr. Classified Ad.; his address is The Cou
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
H;
..................... —
for three times. Six words make a line.
was broken into Tuesday night and
rier-Gazette; his telephone number is
gp *•*
••• *•* ••* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•*
••* *•* *•* *•* ■•* *•* *** *** *** *•’ **’ ’•*
’ two bags of flour, three pounds of
Rockland 770. He charges a very small
n ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ■
LARGE FRONT ROOM with bath, to ; QUARTERED OAK dining room set.
I pork, bread, eggs and small groceries
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
let. Sunny, good location. 7 PLEASANT j TELEPHONE 1155. Rockianu_______ 28-aO
I taken. Entrance was made by break
Saturday to cry your wares—small or
ST
______________________ —?9 i' FINEST DAIRY FARM in Knox
ing a window in the western side ot
large.
APARTMENT, heated. 3 or 4 rooms, at County. Just off State road, 100 acres
the store.
*•• *•* *•* *•• *•* *•*
the Frost apts. on Summer street. Apply equally divided In pasture, tillage and
The Methodist ladies' aid meets toTHE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP. Tel woodland. Level fields. 1000 cords hard
POCKETBOOK found containing sum 318-W
27-29 wood, 100 ma"les.. Fine buildings. Water
l day at the home of Mrs. Levi Seavey
of
money
and
name
of
owner.
Inquire
PTVF ROOM
nunmow
nants
ana ,n kouse and barn.
Owner Includes 15
j with picnic dinner at noon'.
, of MRS. ANNIE THURSTON, Rockville. waVe^'^n?" a^nS°WAppl?°J8 ELM cow. and. belle. : also farming tools In! ________________________________ 23-lt STREET. Tel. 1293.
Mrs. Etta Benner who injured an
27*29! Quire F 440 M in ht..___________
ankle several days ago and has been
, MANS BROWN FIGURED scarf lost --------------------------------------281 CASH PRICE this week blue seal 20%
NICE FRONT ROOMS. Annlv at27*29.
Masonic street Wednesday. Reward. ELM
dairy atton. $1.80; mtxed feed *L50.
confined to the house, was out TuesSOUTH THOMASTON j! on
STREET.
WARREN
HUGH W. LITTLE. 360 Broadway. Tel.
CALL
861.
28-30
1 day. The ankle is weak yet. but Mrs.
MAN'S
FUR
LINED
glove
found
MonUPPER
FLAT
of
three
furnished
rooms
!
532
MANS HJK UNtL) glOVC, IOUnO UOn,7 mFSPENT ---Benner is hopeful that in a few' days
bath’ 17 CRESC^
SEINE BOAT, 40 ft. long, in good conWilliam Lawry observed his 87th Mrs. Margaret Rhodes of Water- day on Grace stre^. Inquire at THE “^213
--------------------------- office.
_
-----ST.
Tel.
1213-M.
-------------------------rnndition
ftt a barKaln. K. v. SHEA.
she will be able to return to caring for birthday March 1 and was the vi"e w'ho was the guest of Mrs. F. J. COURIER-GAZETTE
27*28
Mrs. Wall.
TWO
ROOM
APARTMENT
at
FOSS
The
Laurictte, Rockland. Tel. 1269.
BLACK AND TAN rabbit hound, ans- HOUSE. 77 Park St.
pleased recipient of two birthday Baum last week has returned home.
27-29 f
28-30
| The honor parts of the graduting cakes one of which was made by Mrs
Frank Fullerton's horse died Mon swers to name of "Tracer.” Finder no
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
5-TUBE Radio (battery set) also portclass of Thomaston High School for Howard Welch and the other by Mrs. day. To lose a horse at any time is tify ROCKPORT ICE CO. Tei. Camden
476.
27-29
Fulton
St.
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT,
able
victrola.
Inquire
of
TEDDY
’
S
SHOP
j 1931 have been assigned: Salutatory,
hard but one all wintered out is in
Stetson.
FRONT BUMPER for Dodge car lost at 240 Broadway.____________________ 27-tf Rockport.________________ 27T29
i Miss Arietta Maloney; first oration. Abbie
Talbot Ave. and Union St. on Feb. 21
SIX-ROOM HOUSE, 146 Limerock St. • DRESS REELS, will be sold at fraction
Ernest G. Starrett has been deed a severe loss.
Henry Fales; second oration, Tfiomas ill Mrs
27-.tf4 cf cost. Ideal for ladies wear shop. ReaMr. and Mrs. Walter Bassick are Finder call DR. E. L SCARLOTT Tel.; TEL. 819-W.
with an attack of neuritis.
136
and
receive
reward.
2C*20
Sweeney; valedictory, Miss Edith
so n for selling, remodelling our defurnisheA?! *°
3-ROOM
APARTMENT,
Mrs. William Teague returned to moving into the southern tenement of
lurnisnea^ partment. SENTER-CRANE COMPANY.
Stevens. The elective parts have also Canaan, Conn.. Saturday after the old Spaulding house,
FEMALE blue tick hound pup, 51 Rent reasonable. Adults only. E,
I
27-29
months old. answers name Mona. AR- STROUT, 45 Crescent St. Tel. 1004-R
been announced: Class prophecy. Fer spending a few weeks here with her
Mrs. Hattie Jackson is guest of relaLAURILA. R.F.D. 3, Box 115, Wal26*28
POWER BOAT (28 ft.) strongly built,
dinand Day and Leland Moran; class parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Kai- tives in Rockland and Bath lor a lew THUR
doboro.
.
26*28
iunew Hubbard motor and paint. ComTHREE
ROOM
TENEMENT
will, Miss Elizabeth Creighton; his- lock.
SIX MONTHS old shag
cat
lost.
Yellow
; nlshe
J front
bedroom,
first
floor:
also
i5j*u^»»oa4^M0G^
Srnnn2T?nart
days.
snag
cat
lost.
Yellow
n
j
8
hed
front
bedroom,
first
floor;
also
THOMPSON
SDruce
HeadBftrEain 27*29
' tory. Miss Katherine Beattie; gifts.
26’28 **THOMFbOW, apruce ncaa
Mrs. John Clements is employed at Twenty-five pupils of the grammar with white breast. Answers to name of I garage. Call at 261 PARK ST.
"Skeezicks."
TEL.
794-W.
REMINGTON
TYPEWRITER
$17;; Na26*28
Miss Leona Williams.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence school attended the picture "CimarFURNISHED 2-ROOM APARTMENT;
I (1ST — I fist summer it Ovklen 1 PprC
..... rook
tional credit
file $98. HUSTON-TUTTLE
Word has been received of the Kallock
Losi Last summer at Oakland park ,* furnished single rooms......
for light,
co
27-29
ron” in a body Monday afternoon.
viators eoeeles and helmet.. Reward. ,______ ,-------- ----------------------------------' eour. VO.
death this morning of Mrs. George
Miss Edith French is spending the The •'Get-togethers" were enter- Call CURTISS-WRIGHT. Tel. 1226.
A
ddIv zs
2
WILLOW
STs
BLOOD
WORMS
and
minnows
for
lights
and
water.
nppiy
o
NYE
,
g
GARAGE
M5
Mftln
gt
Tel
A. Crockett in Pittsfield.
26*28
vactaion wit hher parents. Mr. and tained Saturday night by Mr. and
| The calendar party of the Baptist Mrs. C. Lawrence French in Boston Mrs Marsh in Rockland.
- | 585.
27-29
TO LET—Modern rent In brick house
Sunday school held Tuesday evening
NEW ELECTRICALLY recorded phonThe village schools close Friday
|p at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt
Malcolm Watts, lately returned
in the vestry, and including only the
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel. ograph records, fox trots, waltzes, stand!
Toner
after
a
nine
week
term.
from
Hopewell.
Va.,
and
Alden
Watts
15-tf
krd
and popular songs. Thousands to
568-W.
senior and intermediate departments,
• » ♦ •
---- X? choose from. 35 cents each, 3 for $1.
helping Charles Watts on the
had an attendance of 80. Booths had are
TO LET—Five room house, modern, oo^ MAine MUSIC STORE.
27-29
machine.
March 2 was a night long to be re
Apply E
! been erected for each month in the sawing
9-tf ) • SPECIAL BARGAINS In green enamel
Fuller-Cobb -Davis.
Wilder
Moore
is
doing
some
paper

membered
in
the
history
of
Forget] year, and much labor having been
„ „
------ , ware—two price ranges 1 lot 25 cents.
BY YOUNG BUSINESS WOMAN,
me-not chapter, being observed as
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene- the other 98 cents. Look them over.
bestowed upon them, they made an ing for Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
board and room In private fam tty. Write ' ment. $22; gas and electricity. Very
Very!
------ -----------------—. CRIE
hardware—
CO.. 408 Main Street,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Levere
Jones
and
past
matrons'
and
past
patrons
’
night,
j attractive picture when the lights
B. W.. care Tlie Courier-Gazette
i pleasantly located In good neignborhooa. ►
27-29
_______________________________ 26*28 ’ Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf [ ■ REM\RK\pf^—----- ---- bargains
were on. The January booth was in daughter Christine were Sunday The chairs were very ably filled by
Past Matron Jennie Crowley; Past
LADIES I will give to you $10 worth1 TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement I are offered at the C&M PBlake Wall &PaI charge of the superintendent, Francis guests of Miss Ermina Williams.
All schools, except Anderson, at patron, Charles Hurd; associate ma- of beautiful hosiery or dainty lingerie and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U. Dpr store—10 rolls and 20 yards of borTillson; February booth, Mrs. Marie
/>»• moralv
frxrrrxIna
T IKJC 375 K<nlrx
.
..
. . it over.. —5 _rooms
__ _ ____
merely forming
-a “Freshie Hosiery COLLINS.
Main Qf
St
Warren will open March 16 tron, Isabelle Sleeper; treasurer, Scott tfor
der for
$1.
Think
pa
Singer, Miss Elizabeth Washburn; North
” among your friends. Write MAN
Rackliff; secretary, Susie Sleeper; or- Club
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. pered for $5. C. M. BLAKE WALL PA
AGER P O. Box 35. Rockland
27*29 jI MRS.
March, Misses Pauline McLain and Anderson school opens March 9.
PER
STORE.
Tel.
1061.
Rockland.
W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
The S of V. auxiliary circle met ganist, Ella Watts; chaplain, Charles
27-29
Phyllis Belasco; April, E. OB. BurPOULTRY wanted, large or small lots., Tel. 874-W.
15-tf
i gess; May. Miss Ginn with Marion Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Ida Watts; associate conductress, Ethel PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St..
REPOSSESSED Oil Burners for sale
LET—Five room furnished apart.
Libbej
’
and
a
delicious
dinner
was
Harrington,
P.
M.;
conducRockland. Tel. 806-J.
27-29 AUTOmodern
Improvements. Inquire at Guaranteed as good as new $35. Terms
Felt as May Queen; June, Miss Gladys
ORDERS TAKEN for hometcooked 12 ELM ST.
*5-tf If desired CONFIDENTIAL LOAN CO..
Doherty; July, Olive Elwell, Florence enjoyed by 16 members. There were tress, Lotta Crowley, P. M.; Adah. food,
431 Main St. Tel. 190.
23-28
all kinds MRS ERNEST MUNRO.
19
present
in
the
afternoon
and
the
Helen
Rackliff,
P.
M.;
Ruth,
Agnes
Whitehill, Evangeline Paquin; August,
Tel. 415-J.
27-29
YOUNG HOLSTEIN COW. new milch,
Millard Gilmore, the feature of this good work for the fair that will be Bartlett, P. M.; Esther. Alice Lester,
for sale by JOHN KEINANEN, Warren
ORDERS for home cooking wanted.
’ R F D. 1, Box 102.________________ 28-31
being the use of a tent in which the held soon went on by leaps and P. M.; Martha, Elvie Curtis, P. M.; 209 MAIN ST Tel. 144-J.
27-29
Electa, Eva Sleeper, P. M.; warder,
I pastor of the church sjjent his vaca bounds.
•
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10, Junks,
QUARRYMEN are wanted at once
Mrs. Herbert Kenniston, Miss Lil- Hattie Jackson; sentinel, Cleveland to18buy
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
18 pairs of white rubber leather
' tion last summer, on a camping trip
H.
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
at $2 98. Less than half price. Mcto Canada; September, Mrs. Charles lias Kenniston and Gary Kennistor. Sleeper. Special mention should be tops
LAIN SHOE STORE. 432 Main St.. Rock
FOR SALE—Drv wood under cover,
Starrett; October. Miss Gladys Fer- spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. made of the marshal, Lizzie Babb. land
27-29
long. $10. fitted. $14; Junks, $12; limbs.
who carried through her duties in
nald; November, Mrs. Edith Kilborn Keith Brown.
$10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-2L 14-tf
TO BUY A HOME on Camden road
Dinner
guests
Monday
of
Mr.
and
such
an
efficient
and
effective
ir.anand Miss Mabel Fernald; December,
Rockport, or Old County Road with bay
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
Mrs.
William
Stevens
were
Mr
ner.
view,
up
from
highway.
6
or
8
rooms,
Miss Minnie Fernald. A program of
also some nice hound pups. Now is the
and
garage,
semi-modern,
land
for
small
i
Authorized Dealers for Majestic Products
Clara
Whitney.
Mrs.
Emma
Whitney
All
the
past
matrons
and
past
patime
to get yours. R. W. JEWELL. Glensinging, readings and funny stories
garden, buildings must be in good con
wcove. Me. Tel. 256-4.______________ 15-tf
NEXT TO FORD AGENCY
ROCKLAND
was rendered, holding the attention and Edward Whitney of North War- trons contributed to the evening's en- dition. Wish to buy direct from owner
PATCHWORK—Dress Percale Clip
until a late hour. Refreshments were ren, Mrs. Clarence Whitney and two tertainment, either by memories of Write B. H. care The Courier-Gazette.
pings 7 lbs. $1. Small sizes for Crazy
27*29
served. The program was in charge children of Union, and Walter Feyler the past or by words of encourageQuilts. 6 lbs. 50c. Postpaid. Or pay
of Clarry Hill.
ment for the future welfare of the
PARTY with $50,000 to take *2 interest
postman, plus postage.
Ginghams—
> of Mrs. H S. Kilborn.
In new Invention; a combination of two
While speaking of quilts, Mrs. W order Several guests from Golden small
sizes ud to *4 yd: 5 lbs. $1. LAWSON
Mrs. Stella Stone is visiting friends
necessDlFs that have been in daily
TEXTILE
CO..
9
Aster
St..
Providence.
B. Stickney has one which she made Rod chapter were present and ex- use by miL.o s of people for many years.
ENDORSES SARGON
TENANT’S HARBOR
i in Worcester, Mass.
,
26*28
BABY CHIX. Wyllie's S.C. Reds. Bred R. I.
about
37
years
ago
that
has
10.201
tended
their
warm
fraternal
greetings
It
Is
practical,
convenient
and
econo

Russell Gray has returned to Bos
Miss Eva Torrey is confined to the
NEW MILCH COWS. C. B. TOLMAN.
mical; a tremendous demand Is antici for eggs, tvpe and color. State accred
pieces
in
it
and
is
very
pretty.
Mras
a
sisterly
and
brotherly
order.
26-28
ton after a few days here on busipated. Said party to Join inventor in ited for white diarrhoea, $18 a 100 post Warren R.F.D. 1. Tel. 8-5.
Minister Is Outspoken In house with a grippe cold.
Stickney is now making another sim- Light refreshments were served in forming corporation for promoting paid for April 21 and 28: May $16 for
Frank Pullen has been working ati ness.
3-BURNER OIL STOVE; flat top desk
500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe___
ar-__, with
ilar
to
it
but
with
larger
blocks.
the
banquet
hall
and
the
usual
atsame.
Address
BOX
235,
Thomaston.
Me.
9 drawers; plow; prison pung; culPraise of Famous Remedy Wiley's Corner for Alfred Hocking.
Union prayer service will be held in
25*29 rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON
oiltf l tlvator; contractor wagon, prison made.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Kalloch take tractive birthday cake graced the
Thomaston,
Me.. Route L
The quarry at Willardham start- the Baptist vestry this Thursday eve____________
____ I EFFIE M. CLARK. 32 Oliver St Tel.
this
opportunity
to
express
their
aptable,
it
being
the
25th
anniversary
of
No matter where you go—North, ed operations Monday after a vaca- ining at 7.15.
TO LET YOU KNOW how to get more 329-R.
25*26-29
eggs and milk. Feed Elmore’s quality
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw and Miss orectation to the many friends for Forget-me-not Chapter.
East, South or West—there are thou tion of about five weeks.
COMPLETE line of grain, flour and
»
______ ___________
I Poultry & Dairy Feeds. Our full line
kindnesses
to
them
during
their
ill-----------—
.
—
.
Mrs. Harry Paterson motored to Frances Shaw have returned trom
i iVnuilitv'first and at lowest prices. Bag feeds. Highest quality at lowest prices.
sands who testify that they owe their
I
ness last month.
’ ots dellve-ed anywhere In city limits Truck load deliveries within 25 miles o’
Rockland Friday.
Liberty
4 ^ek-lo^s to ne’?by tSvns/ ECON- Rockland. Distributors of
„r .
—’•.s wNORTH HAVEN
Elmore
Fa4
strength, vigor and well being to SarElmer
Jameson
and
son
Elmer
ex

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews. Lee
Clayton Oliver was severely injured
FLOUR & FEED CO. Holmes St. at . m°us ?air\
P°ultry £eedT'
A' good day for tow*n meeting end
gon. Rev Charles E. Auger, 1803 W Andrews and Iva Falla motored to Saturday while working in the C. A. pect to start for Boston Friday to
r p Tracks Rockland Me Adjoining sale and retail. Local deliveries. ECON2nd Avenue, Spokane, Wash., recently Augusta Friday evening.
HOUSEKEEPER
WANTED
Refernoi
25*26-29 I OMY
CO • phone
Holmes 1201.
St..
Morse & Son boat shop, by a sliver make Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCra.' a long one. There are 72 article in ences
ur
«a ---------------------Airport.
R R FLOUB
Tracks *oppFEED
A|rporl
desired MRS. W. H BUTLER.
88
- ,
114
_
said:
Arthur Carlson and Richard Ben- breaking off from a piece of wood a short visit at West Roxbury, Mass, the tow’n warrant.
Talbot Ave Tel. 61
27-29
CHICKS—Canfields quality chicks—Dl- ________________ ___ 35226-29
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Robinson
Murray Stone is in town to attend —#----------------------------- rcct from the hatchery—100' r delivery
son, are at the home of Abraham while being sawed and going with
CANVAS of all weights and price;
HOUSEKEEPER for man and 13-year- guaranteed
AU breeds, all colors $15
Benson.
such force that it passed through his at South Manchester, Conn. Mrs. town meeting, also Mr. and Mrs. Wil old son. Middle aged woman preferred per hundred. Leghorns. $14 Mixed $13 water proof duck; Preservo water proof
No objection to a child. An ideal home,
with order or C O D . by parcel ing for old canvas covers; boat covers,
Levi Torrey has bought the house clothing and pierced his side. A phy- Elmer Jameson, who has been at liam Gregory of Vinalhaven.
West Roxbury expects to return with
The folks in Florida from this Applicant must be of good character post, charges prepaid. -Book• your drders »™ck covers etc., built to order. Used
formerly known as the late Everett sician dressed the wound.
For details and wage write "FATHER <k now at these low prices for quality
at 'P™
Watts house and later owned bj' i Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Hahn enter- Mr. Jameson some time the first of place report better weather the last SON." care The Courier-Gazette.
chicks delivered right to your door. i-TJ
S'
i? iiniV.-,11!?
week and illness disappearing. The
25-28 ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO . Holmes
. H. E. Simmons Supt.. 18 Willow St.
Charles Rawley.
tained at dinner and cards Friday next week.
Dinner
guests
of
Mr.
and
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B.
first
of
April
will
probably
find
them
St..
At
R
R.
tracks,
opp.
airport.
All
Hocklaud.
25 26
YOUNG
MAN
19
years
wants
position
William Claytor of Lincolnville has evening at their home on High
ROWN. chicks shipped direct from hatchery.
will do anything. Apply to DAN BR
been visiting his son for a few days, street. The guests were William T. E. Watts Tuesday were Mrs.' Lincoln leaving for home.
25*26-29
25*26
|
Tel.
1201,
Gen.
Del.,
Rockland
John Morris has been doing a fine Flint of Rockland. Miss Katherine McRae, son Lincoln and Miss Evelyn! Mabelle Bray. Mercedes Calder
S.C R I. Red Chicks for sale Bred for
POULTRYMEN
WANTED—Position as chef or all] wood, Edna Calderwood and Barbara
piece of work adding a new sun par- Winn. Miss Kay Turner and Frank Morse of Rockland.
.jund
cook.
Best of references. Can production, color and type. State tested
The
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a:
the
Stone
sang
in
fine
manner
Sunday
I
r
?
u
5
d
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!
t
.
for
Pullorum
disease
and
accredited.
I lor on the front of his house which Carr
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5
ATTENTION!
7-tf Prices for Mav and June 100 to 500 $15:
will be used in summer as a dining Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ciosson enter- Congregational Church. Rev. H I. night. The young people have cer-: Wadsworth sV Thomastoi..
We Want Your
500 to 1.000. $14.; 1.000 and over $13 per
fAnm
f
/-IT*
mizietr
'
__
J _ J.
—
..
Holt
pastor,
will
be.
“
The
Universal
tainly
improved
under
their
careful
j
room for guests.
tained at bridge Saturday evening,
---- hundred. M. M. KINNEY. Thomaston.
Desire.
”
For
Sunday
evening
at
7
j
training.
LIVE
POULTRY
». g St. George Road.
24*30
l^*****.**. *•**•* ••**•**•*••with three tables in play. The first
Miss North Haven" is home for a
And Will Pay Highest Market
FOR SALE—R. I Red Chicks. State
prize awarded to Miss Mary Hanley o’clock Rev. Mr. Holt has prepared a
WALDOBORO
subject especially adapted to young week's vacation. It is very easy to j *
DP A I FQTATF
accredited $18 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM,
Price
Alva M. Achorn has been made and consolation to Mrs. William people.
Union. Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf
see why Phyllis Duncan is a favorite > .
IxCi/ALi LiO 1 M 1 Li
Call or write and trucks will call.
Stone.
Other
guests
were
Mrs.
Herb

manager of the Cloverdale store.
At the Baptist Church Sunday at in this toun. She and Alton CalderS. C R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
COHEN BROS.
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
Miss Ethel Overlock returned Sun ert Newbert, Mrs. Herbert Merry 10.30 Rev. Mr. Welch will have for wood icd the meeting Sunday night
Care CHARLES MrKELLAR
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Smith.
Mr.
and
Thev
make
healthy,
productive
hens.
135
ACRE
FARM,
stock
and
equipment
day to Norwood. Mass, after spend
his theme. “The Path To the Will of and it was pronounced one of the | for sale, estimated 3.000 cords wood Price per 109. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up,
WARREN, ME.
ing the week with her mother, Mrs. Mrs. Earl Woodcock. Mrs. Cora God.” There will be the usual Sun- best of the young people s meetings. MORTON
A. SPROWL. 16 South St. $18. Hatching eggs. Write or phofie. E
Telephone Warren 2-3
Currier.
Mrs.
Bertha
Frost,
William
27-321 C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Nellie Overlock, Depot street.
Rockland.
day
School
and
Bible
class
at
12
j
The
Sunday
night
thought
was
given
Reference: Any poultry raiser
Warren.
ll>tf l
Frank Ewell is confined to the Stone,
FARMS large and small, for sale In
The monthly meeting of General o'clock; at the Christian Endeavor! by Alton Calderwood and was ex Union.
109-tf
Hope West Appleton. Waren
house with a fractured ankle.
meeting
at
6
the
leader
will
be
MauJ
ceedingly
good.
Knox Chapter, D.A.R.. was held
*•* ■
and West Rockport; also shore property IP
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Winchenbach Monday afternoon at the home of rice Wyllie; at the regular 7 o'clock i A chopping bee was held at Agnes on
Crawford Pond. Seventree Pond and
are receiving congratulations on the Miss Hortense B. Wilson. The regent worship Rev. Mr. Welch will speak Mills' Saturday and their woodpile Lermond Pond. M. R. MILLER. East
Union. Tel. 18-32. Union.
25*29 4
LIVE BROILERS, FOWL,
; birth of a son. Feb. 26.
on
"Jonah."
I
was
quickly
taken
care
of
when
the
Mrs. Mary Overlock of Rockland
Mrs. Stanley Elliott of Damari- presided. At the roll call members
FOR SALE- Modern house. 6 rooms $S
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons spent! boys got started. Those were Alton
CHICKENS
••• ••• ••• ■*■ -*' ’*■ -*t*
and
bath,
garage.
A.
B.
HIGGS,
140
Taiscotta was a recent visitor in town. responded with quotations from Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond 1 Calderwood, Roy Pierce, Gerald Bev- bot Ave. Tel. 711.________________ 16-tf
THE ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COL
DRESSED POULTRY
erage. Elston Beverage. Merle Mills,
LEGE offers a complete training in all
isra.™ Mathews in Rockland.
FOR SALE-Six room house, garage,
REV. CHARLES E. AUGER
of business science. Fit your
Wanted—also Hennery Eggs. Ex
Mrs. Albert MacPhail is now able Bernard Mills, Franz Mills, Kenneth electric lights and water, double lot of branches
i.cibal! teams played against Booth- Washburn read the president-generself for a better position. Enroll now
cellent salesmanship, prompt re
bav Harbor High School teams in afs messape. Miss wilson rcad a to be up and about again after hav- , Mills. Chester Beverage,
Martin land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on TEL. 994 or 990-M.
28-33
rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F
turns, financial responsibility has
Medomak-hall Thursday evening the
on "Old China.” In the social ing passed through a relapse the . Joyce and Frank Joyce. Clam stew STUDLEY.
NOTICE—On and after this date I.
“I was so weak and rundown I was Waldoboro girls emerging victorious paper tca
69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 12-tf
was served Mrs R. o latter part of last week.
i was served at noon There was a
will not be responsible for any blllsT assured our shippers for 20 years,
at the point of complete exhaustion.
Miss Ruth D. Boynton of Boston is ! party in the evening and each boy j tl0™Vtto^an<L Tl^geS*t‘ of^uliv other than those contracted for by my a guarantee of satisfaction. Testi
v:;h a score of 30 to 14. The Booth- jrujOt pouring. Mrs. Overlock and
My food disagreed with me, I hardly bay
self or on' my written authorisation.
monials, quotations and tags sent
Harbor boys were the winners by Mrs Iada Ncwcomb assisted the the guest this week of Mrs. Annie | was privileged to invite one.
j mer cottages. In tact all kin,is of reai HAROLD BUZZEUL. March 3, 1931.
knew what it was to get a good night's a score
on request. Reference: Federal
25 to 10.
Watts. Miss Boynton is the corset, Very good attendance at Grange j estate. Come and talk over ,ny list li
28*30
f hostess.
sleep, and I seemed to lose weight and
Miss Mary Stafford has returned
Chester Overlock who has been and underwear buyer at Conrad & Saturday night, and a fine program J™^wish to buy. Robert r collins
A4.L PERSONS are fobldden buy National Bank.
strength continually.
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
from a visit with relatives in Rock- ; unable t0 wol^ for several weeks On Co.
The Lecturer certainly puts a lot of
’
ing any cow. or heifer of Samuel Davis,
"Sargon and Sargon Soft Mass Pills
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bi.y farms ano under penalty of the law. MRS. LIZ- i 4 Faneuil Hall Mkt. Boston, Mass.
Miss Winifred Whitney of Clarry , time into her programs and is very cottages for sale and rent, attractive ZIE DAVIS. Port Clyde.________ 27*29 |
i account of blood poison in his hand
corrected my troubles speedily. I eat land26tf
prices. Ideal loactions, tea houses, and
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of Madison bas apparently recovered and hav- Hill, who has been spending the win- ' successful.
heartily, and my food agrees with
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by .
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
15-tf appointment. MRS. E. K. SMALL, 18;
me, with none of that former indi spent the weekend with her mother in(f regained the flesh that was lost ter with Mrs. Willim Stevens has | Miss Phyllis Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. Maine
onjy aWaits the recovery of strength indeed improved her time by making : Flyotl Duncan and Murray Stone
Gay St. Tel. 737-M._______________ 27-29
gestion. I have gained eight pounds Mrs. I. G. Reed.
W. H. Belsky of New York has been befOre returning to work
several beautiful quilt tops of intri- spent Monday evening at Mr. and
PAINTING, paper hanging and cel^,
and am again strong and vigorous.”
TO
LET
ings whitened, at the same old prices
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rich of cate patterns that the younger peo- I Mrs, Frank Sampson's.
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, spending the week in town.
FOREST
K. HATCH. Tel. 307-W.
William W Brockhamt 70. a resi- Erin street are receiving congratula- pie seldom even know how to do. I Walker Ames is having his car Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
27*29?
Inc., Rockland; by George H. GardVneVwmen;' and 'Hany U B~ossa 5?ent
this town died suddenly Feb. tions upon the birth of a son, Ken- Part of the 17 that Miss Whitney painted and overhauled for his jit papered and thoroughly cleansed, I WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE for any * ► EMBALMING 4
J 28-lt
24. at the home of his son in Auburn | neth Raymond. March 2.
ceilings whitened and floors refinished. bills contracted In my name, by my wife, 1
has made were of the log cabin type ney business.
of Waldoboro.—adv.
Mrs. Wilfred Lewis, a summer res Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms Ruth Morse, after this date. WILLIAM j MOTOR AMBULANCf
where he had been spending the i Mrs. Virgil Hoffses and son have and part were of the spider web de
ident
of
this
town,
died
last
week.
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45 B. MORSE. Thomaston. Feb. 28.
winter. He leaves a daughter and | returned from a visit to her sister sign made up of 288 diamonds, 10
26*28
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
Lucy Quinn is reported as im- Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf
lIZox.
Cat At- „
three sons- Funeral services were Mrs. William McCormick in Port- pieces to one diamond, 144 half
DO MORE EGGS and milk at less served the families of Knox County
a Cold
rr ay to
to Get
Viet At
Hl a
VOlu heid Thursday afternoon with inter- land.
squares and 144 blocks
' proved somewhat. Sadie Alexander 1
cost appeal to you? Then feed Elmore's i
LADY ATTENDANT
ment in the family lot in Randolph, j Funeral services for the late
The visiting Englishman who says i ls_wiUt_hcr_____
poultry and dairy feeds. Full line of
Is Through the Bowels Mrs. Harold Perry was in Damari- \ Charles C. Cogan occur this Thurs Americans have a tired look, should ' when in Portland—you can buy I
feedstuffs. Local and long distance de
Day Tel. 450
781-1
liveries.
ECONOMY
FLOUR
&
FEED
CO.,
j
scotta Wednesday.
day afternoon at 2.30 o'clock from try listening to Prohibition for eleven ! copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ‘
Holmes St,, at R. R. tracks and adjoin
Misses Gladys Bailey. Edith Leven- the home on Green street.
years.—Parkersburg (W. Va.i Sen-i home
’lewsor'
CeIiNews-stand,
‘ral N.ew® 381 *,i ?.
on'
ing airport. Wholesale and retail. Phone ,
BURPEE’S
As soon as you catcli cold, the pores
gress St.;
Ross
Con1201.
25*26-29;
1 gress St.
close; perspiration is checked. Gases saler. Betty Weston, Madelyn Kane
Classes in piano—kindergarten, unelROCKLAND, ME.
WATCH & CLOCK repairing. Work
and waste can’t escape through the and Mrs. Verna Schofield were of the junior, senior pupils. Perfield sys
called for and delivered in city. Tel.
skin. That's why your doctor’s first party who motored to Portland tem used; 50 cents per lesson, class of
1158-W. S. A. MACOMBER. 23 Amsbury
advice in case of colds is a mild lax Thursday to see the Passion Play.
St., Rockland. Me
20*32
4. Mabel Lamb, Rockland. Tei.
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clarke were 786-M—adv.
ative like cascara. Medical author
MARCEL WAVING, 50c. MADELYN i
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a
ities agree it actually strengthens recent Portland visitors.
Osteopathic
Physician
few steps from Main St.
14*25tf
Mrs. William G. Labe entertained
bowel muscles. You get cascara in
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
ORFF'S CORNER
its most pleasant form in candy Cas- the members of her Bridge Club
LET E. A. KNOWLTON flle your saw$
Office Phone 13fi_ Residence 83
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- _
,\n,e
Residence BJ
Calvin Bragg returned to Portland
Thursday evening at her home on
carcts.
rock ST. Tel. loic.
15-tf Free Children s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Rememlter this when you catch Church street. There were two ta Sunday after a few days spent with
LADIES-Reliable stock of hair good! i
Every Saturday Morning
his family.
cold; whenever breath is had; tongue bles in play.
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm 9t f
23-tf
Mrs. Lida Creamer spent the week
coated; or you’re headachy, bilious,
Harold Glidden returned Wednes
Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES ,________
_
Tel. 519-J.
15-tf
constipated.
day from Shelburne Falls, Mass., end in Rockland the guest of Mrs.
ONE
TO
SIX
O
’
CLOCK
Why resort to harsher things when where he has been for several weeks. Clinton Kaler.
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down;
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
agent Chase Bros, nurseries.
A. J ;
Mr. and Mrs. Vcllis Weaver were in
Cascarets activate the bowels so
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Richard
HENRY.
Thomaston. Tel. 32-3, 25*26-38 ‘
quickly, so harmlessly and pleasantly son of Bristol, R. I., have been in Warren Sunday to attend the funeral
Osteopathic Physician
INSIDE
Painting
and
Ceilings
-—and cost only a dime?
I
town called by the death of Mrs. C. of the late Avery P. Starrett.
whitened;
also
outside
painting
at
rea1
35
LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
Mrs. Annie Orff has returned from
H. Curtis.
sonable prices. A. E. MORTON. 497 Old •
PHONE 136
County Road. City. Tel. 122.
25*29
Mrs. George Brown returned to Newcastle where she has been for
Those rythmic clicks of
Portland Friday after spending two several weeks at the home of her
I
weeks with her parents Mr. and Mrs. daughter Mrs. Clifton Berry.
our presses will be encored
i 4
Leroy Weaver is in ill health.
Osborne Welt.
later by the tinkle of the
Mr and Mrs. George jYoung and
i K
Members of the Auction Club were
K-R-0 (Kills Rats Only) is used
•
entertained Friday evening at the ' children of Rockland were at Kenneth
cash
register.
For
The
.*.
.».
.«.
.».
$p
by County Agents in 90', of rat
home of Miss Marcia Blaney. There ! Elwell’s Sunday.
Large or Small Lots
1930
FORD
SEDAN
for
sale.
Small
Courier-Gazette printing
killing campaigns. Remarkable testi
were two tables.
T'le Boardman brothers gave an
mileage, excellent condition, price $425.
monials from every state. It is the
CALLED FOR
Mr. and Mrs. George Poor have re- ; entertainment at the Community
SEAVIEW
GARAGE
28-30
is the kind that produces
original exterminator made of squill,
turned, after spending several weeks j House Wednesday evening which was
We arc in Waldoboro the first two
EXTRA GOOD 1928 standard six. 4the ingredient recommended by the
sales.
Experience
proves
it.
well attended. Ice cream was on sale
door Buick sedan. LEWISTON BUI
days of each week and all week of
U. S. Department of Agriculture as guests of relatives in Belfast.
CO.. Park St.
27*
after the program and a social hour
March 23-28.
sure death to rats and mice, but not
mt-lj
DON’T THROW AWAY your old bat
Call 770
Free theatre tickets Saturday in also enjoyed
deadly to dogs, cats, poultry or even
terles,
just
try
Nu
Life,
it
makes
them
lent
F
The girls' 4-H sewing club held a
Tel. Waldoboro 39
good as new. I will take orders at any i
for Estimates
baby chicks. You can depend on connection with a puzzle in the judging contest on hems Thursday
time.
Call 522-R.
Citv.
Batteries
K-R-0 because it is oven-dried under classified ad section. Look at that afternoon at the home of Mrs. Al
MEDOMAK HOUSE
charged while you wait. PERCY LLOYD.
section
quickly,
solve
the
puzzle
if
the special “Connable Process.’’ Sold
Rockland.
27-29
bert
Elwell.
Madelyn
Kennedy
was
vou
are
able
and
get
your
answer
to
by’ all druggist- poultry supply,
HALF TON Delivery Truck for sale
Mass. Live Poultry Co.
seed houses, on a money-back The Courier-Gazette office. Tlie first awarded the judging champion's rib
NYE’S GARAGE. 515 Main St. Tel. 585.
27-39
bon.
^20 correct answers get free tickets.
27-29
I

An Auctioneer •

:

to let

FOR SALE

: LOST AND FOUND *

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR
with the

FEATURES

you wanted —at the price

WANTED

you can afford to pay

COME IN

NOW FOR

DEMON

STRATION

! EGGS AND CHICKS

Easy Terms

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

SITUATIONS
$^ *•**•* *•* *•* *•• *•• *•* *•*

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIAL
THURSDAY AFTERNOON

FANCY FRESH CAUGHT

KILLS RATS
NOTHING ELSE

HALIBUT

<1

AUTOMOBILES

lb 35c

Perry’s Market

guarantee.

The Courier - Gazette

POULTRY WANTED

Every-Other-Day
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Society
/

TELEPHONE . ................. „.... 770 or 794-W

\

ow to be
snappy
though married
Just because you once were a dap
per bachelor is no reason at all why
your courting clothes should go
into moth balls!
Be fair to the wife! Keep your
self looking like the man she mar
ried! Keep your clothes as fresh
and spick-and-span as when you
went “a wooing.”
Don’t acquire that “married
look!”
Let us dry clean your workweary suits once a month and your
wife will be proud of you with
practically no strain on her imagi
nation!

Cleansing, Pressing, Dyeing
Rockland, Maine

CLOTHES DO HELP YOU WIN
...DRY CLEAN THEM OFTENER!

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Returns—
Ridin’
Shootin’

The kind of a
western
you’ve
wanted!

QfeLOME
RIDER*
A thrilling, breath-taking western with
screendom's DAREDEVIL COWBOY
ALSO

Comedies

News

Now Playing “PARLOR, BEDROOM AND BATH”
Home of Para
mount Pictures

A Paramount
Publix Theatre

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Folks! Meet
Mrs. Hattie Haddock
arid Here’s Finn

Mrs. Eber J. Davis was hostess to
the Chummy Club Tuesday evening
Card honors were won by Mrs. Ed
ward Gonia and Mrs. Pearl Look.

The Universalist candy table com
mittee gives a public bridge party
this evening at the Copper Kettle.
Playing will begin at 7.30. Mrs.
George B. Wood is general chairman

Mrs. Margaret Pemberton of Dor
chester, Mass., who was called here
to attend the funeral of her aunt,
Mrs. G. T. Wade, has returned.

A birthday party was given in the
Mrs. Robert Snow will entertain at honor of Elizabeth Sprowl at her
bridge Saturday afternoon at her home last Friday night. Games were ,
home on Suffolk street.
j played and refreshments served.:
The birthday cake was the feature of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hathorne and the evening. The program included
Mrs. McKinsley of Thomaston were ; a song by Voney Tolman and stunts i
guests Friday of Mrs. Clarence by Jessie Achorn, Thelma Freeman |
1 Thompson and Mrs. Jennie Harvey and Maude Staples. Others at the
at The Highlands.
Guests there party were Mrs. Edna Harvey, Mr>
Sunday were Mrs. Olive Keizer and I L. B. Sprowl and Gertrude Simmons. |
Miss Margaret Brady, also of Thom
aston.
Miss Betty Drake of Guilford, a
member of the Castine Normal
Mrs. Leola Rose is the guest o'. School team was a guest of Miss!
friends in Portland for a few days. Bernadette Snow, Thursday.

Munsingwear Stockings have been carefully examined
and are free from imperfections
Our special Saturday Stocking for the week beginning Saturday, March 7, is a chiffon-silk to the top—
4 inch lisle lined hem—alt new spring shades, fine lisle sole and toe guards, full fashioned and are beautifully
woven form fitting, and fashioned as all of the celebrated Munsingwear Merchandise is known to be.
One glance at this chiffon stocking will assure you that We have never shown a stocking of this grade
at so remarkable a price as

75c

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
VISIT OUR NEW SECOND FLOOR

The Speech Readers Club meets
Israel Snow, Jr, entertained the
this afternoon. It is regretted that Mainiac Club at his home on Me
Miss Persis Vose of Portland, Fed chanic street Saturday evening.
eration field worker, will not be able
to be present on account of illness in
The next meeting of the Itooevik
her family.
Club, Tuesday, March 10, will be with
Which has undergone a complete renovation which makes Spring House Cleaning a joy to the eye of the
Eleanor Gleason of Union is the Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, Orange street,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurs to be called promptly at 2 p. m.
beholder, and helps us forget the expense, work, and inconvenience we have undergone in so doing.
ton, Pleasant street.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Thurs
Done completely over, in a beautiful shade of Lettuce Green, it makes a background and setting like
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs left ton and Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Rob
yesterday for Boston where they will inson are in Augusta today to at
that
of
early spring, whence even the simplest growing thing takes on new beauty.
tend
the
Legislative
dancing
assem

remain until Sunday.
They were
accompanied by Mrs. Ernest P. Jones bly at the Augusta House. They will
Our Drapery and Curtain Department is a riot of color and gladness—Gorgeous cretonnes in floral de
and son Robert and Mrs. Sherwood be guests at the Capital of Senator
Williams who will visit Mrs. Jones’ and Mrs. George L. St.Clair.
signs,
smile at you in every known 1 931 combination of color and form. Dignified upholsteries for the hall
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson
in Avon, Mass., and by Miss Helen ,Mrs. R. E. Estes of Summer street
and living rooms. Stately Damasks and Regal Velvets fit for a queen and for our friends, for the parlor.
Fifleld who will be the guest of Miss entertained at a bridge luncheon
Tuesday evening. There were two
i Amanda Wood in Boston.
tables, honors being won by Mrs
For the Porch, noisy and colorful, and cheerful—cretonnes, chintz, Sunfast porch fabrics, Crewel
Mrs. Fred True has returned from George B. Davis. Mrs. Ernest Camp
Beech
cloth.
bell
and
Mrs.
Inez
Flint.
j a few days stay in Portland with
her husband.
Mr. and Mrs. V. F. Studley motored
For the Kitchen: Dainty dimities, muslin, marquisettes, curtains in shades to match the newest paint
Miss Margaret Snow will be guest to Boston Tuesday, accompanied by j
colors.
speaker at the meeting of the Meth Mr. and Mrs. P. M. MacLeod of Wol
ebesec Club tomorrow afternoon at laston, Mass., who had been called
We cannot tell you the lovely things we can show you in this Marvelous Stock of 1931 Spring Mer
the home of Mrs. Harriet Frost, Sum here by the death of Mrs. MacLeod s
mer street, her subject to be “Crea mother, Mrs. Evelyn Studley.
chandise, on our Second Floor.
tive Reading.”
Mrs. Flora Lovejoy is a patient at
Dorothy Gleason of Union is the Knox Hospital.
guest of Rose Moody, North Main
Miss Harleth Hobbs of Hope is a
street.
guest at Henry H. Payson's, Grace
street, and her visit will be pleasantMrs. Earl Ludwick entertained the I ly remembered by Ruth Thomas,
Thimble Club Monday evening at Eloise Nash, Dorothy and Madeline
preferable to the present system of ! stitutions: third, discharge that j
CR1EHAVEN
"STORM IS COMING"
• her home on Chestnut street.
private ownership under a public power lobby at Augusta; fourth
Munro and Cleopatra Tibbetts who
J
make
no
attempt
to
control
who
regulation
so
ineffective
that
it
is
a
were entertained by this young
The school teacher of Criehavcn on
| shall be Governor of Maine with the
Mona Arlene, daughter of Mr. and hostess between the hours of 4 and is If Power Utilities Do Not snare, a delusion and a farce.
Mrs. James L. Curtis, has returned I p. m. yesterday. Dainty place cards
“Public regulation in • Maine has ' view of controlling the appointment behalf of the pupils wish to thank
Abandon
Practices,
Moran
home after being at Knox Hospital. ’ were used, and the young folks found
failed in several respects. First, due of complaisant men to the Public The Wanderer for prizes received for
merit, which will be given at the
to the short sightedness of the Leg [ Utilities Commission.
happy diversion in the refreshments
Tells
Rockland
D. A. R.
“If the power utilities are drunk ■ end of the winter term. The cotton,
Karl R. Toner and family of Lew j which comprised sandwiches, Ice
islature, the Public Utilities Commis
1 with power and feel that 'the public sugar cane and dates were also ap
iston were guests Sunday of Supt. cream and a prettily decorated cake.
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. was sion has been financially starved.
and Mrs. E. L. Toner in their new Each guest presented Miss Hobbs entertained Monday afternoon at the The appropriation for the Commis be damned,' then a storm is coming. preciated and used to give practical
power industry can and must lessons to the children concerning our
home on Summer street.
with a nice gift.
home of Mrs. Ella Buffum. Mrs. sion must be increased materially, in The
agriculture in this country.
Buffum being assisted by Mrs. Lueie order that the Commission may be take its choice; I sincerely trust that
has sufficient foresight to realize
Nellie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
MRS. GEORGE T. WADE
Walsh and. Mrs. Minnie Cobb. There supplied with a personnel which, it
Richard Lowell of Belvidere street,
were 22 members and three guests in both in numbers and ability can per its only proper course and act ac
has recovered from a severe case of
The death of Nellie (Swectland) attendance. The newly appointed form the task imposed upon it by cordingly.”
pneumonia, and is able to be out.
Wade, wife of George T. Wade which chaplain. Mrs. Helen Carlson of law. Walter Wyman agreed with
occurred at her home on Camden Owl's Head, read the opening exer me at the time of a public legisla
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Miss Letitia Creighton who has street last Friday, after several cises. The treasurer, Mrs. Clara tive hearing that the Commission
J.
Curtis Pitcher of Milton, Mass.,
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al months of ill health, while not un Thurston, presented a pleasing report needed such strengthening. Since
bert T. Gould in Waban, Mass., has expected, was a shock and caused of the financial status of the Chap the Commission considers itself a spent the weekend with his parents,
returned to Thomaston.
court, there should be a State officer Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Pitcher.
great sorrow to her many friends.
ter.
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach spent the
The bylaws committee made a re known as the People's counsel to rep weekend
Mrs. Wade was bom in Rockland
with her parents, Mr. and
At the meeting of the BPW Club in 1866. daughter of Abner P. and port, and it was voted to further resent the people at hearings.
I
tonight Mrs. Emma Harvey will have Achsah B. (Larrabee) Sweetland and discuss the matter and possibly take have implicit faiAh in the integrity Mrs. Oliver Brown in Bath.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace was guest ot
charge of the program, presenting ' had always lived in the neighborhood action at the April meeting. The of Chairman Stearns of the Public
young people in instrumental solos in which she died. She was married regent. Mrs. Suclla Sheldon, an Utilities Commission and I am con Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boggs Thursd ly at
and ensemble numbers, as well as or in 1892 to Mr. Wade who survives nounced that on Friday afternoon, fident that he would do his full duty the village.
Mrs. Hamlin Schofield was in Port
chestra selections. There will also be her and through her long illness March 13. a benefit bridge and sew if given the proper facilities. But on
a skit by Misses Dorothy Harvey and showed the same loving care and de ing party will be given at her home the other hand I believe that even land Thursday to attend the pageant.
Mrs. Dalton Wotton of Friendship
Florence Dean. Supper at 6.30 will votion that both had given to Mrs. on Masonic street. Tickets may be he will admit that present conditions
have Mrs. Maude Hallowell as chair Wade’s mother, who resided with procured from members of the board. do not constitute effective regula visited Mrs. Emma Grown and Addle
Haupt Friday.
man.
them from the time of their mar- A letter from the State Regent was tion.
“Public regulation has failed due j Milton Hoffses and Mr. Barter ot
I riage until her death in September, read, complimenting Lady Knox
Mrs. Acel Trueworthy of Bath is ' 1928 With unfaltering faith and Chapter for its fine work and accom to the entrance of the holding com-! Rockland were at W. G. Wallace’s
the guest of her parents, Mr. and hope for the future Mrs. Wade plishments. Letters from Mrs. Mary pany. Holding companies are a real i Monday.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and daugh- I
Mrs. F. J. Hunter at The Highlands. looked forward to the reunion with Southard and Mrs. Mary Cooper were advantage in several respects, as
also read. Members are reminded they can finance on better terms ter Gloria are visiting Mrs. Nellie 1
her beloved mother.
at East Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ray Eaton entertained the
Mrs. Wade was a member and past that the dollar each voted to earn than the local operating companies Reever
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach'
could command; they can render ex
FM Club yesterday for luncheon and I noble grand of Miriam Rebekah will be due at the next meeting.
AT^ASTERTIDE
Mrs. Etta Stoddard has been elect pert engineering and construction were In Rockland Tuesday.
cihis.
lodge and a member of tlie Noble
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton of
Grands Association and Golden Rod ed to membership and approved by services; they can mass purchasing
That Most Personal of All
requirements of many subsidiaries, Friendship were Sunday visitors at
The Shakespeare Society will be i Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star; the National Society.
With Mrs Irene Moran as program thus saving money for all of them E. R. Bums'.
Gifts—Your Photograph.
entertained at the home of Mrs. Ella a past president of the Sunshine So
Mr. and Mrs. Virgie Wallace and
j Buffum, Monday evening.
ciety and a willing worker and sup chairman, Mrs. Vivian Hewett was and tending to reduce costs; they
porter of the Free Baptist Church. presented in two groups of songs give to small local companies the son Maynard of the village were at
May we suggest an early
Mrs. Emma J. Bradford and Mrs. She was a member of several social which delighted her hearers. Mrs. managerial ability and experience Colby Wallace's Sunday at the Cove
appointment to insure de
Mrs.
Ambrose
Wallace
of
Thomasf
Faith
G.
Berry
was
at
the
piano.
available
to
the
largest
companies;
Clara Linekin of Thomaston are at clubs, among them the Allen and
livery before April 5.
■ the home of Mrs. Clarence Thomp- Tango Clubs, both of which followed Luncheon was served with Mrs they help to make weak companies ton is visiting her sister, Mrs. O. S.
! son at The Highlands for an indefi- her to her last resting place The Sheldon pouring. Spring flowers self-supporting by assisting them fi Borneman.
graced
the
table.
nancially in making improvements
j nite stay.
«
Tango Club was formed in 1909 and
* * * *
and extensions necessary to make WE DO IT AND SAVE YOU MONEY
! the closest ties of friendship exist
Champney
’
s
Studio
OUR
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICES
E. C. Moran. Jr., was guest speak them sr if-supporting; they improve
Mrs. Jennie Smith is the guest of j between its members.
SUITS, PRESSED, 65e
Knot of Limerork Street
her son, L. C. Smith in Vinalhaven.
The funeral services were held at er at the meeting of Lady Knox the quality and reliability of service
ROCKLAND. MAINE
the home on Camden street on Sun Chapter, D.A.R.. Monday taking as in small communities; they displace Hand Pressing Means Long Idle To Your
small, inefficient plants by large AU Our Work Is Clothes
“Movies to right of them, Movies day, conducted by Rev. L. G. Perry his subject “The Power Question."
Guaranteed, Or Money
22-tf
"My position," he said, "is that the generating stations; they give serv
to deft of them. Movies in front of of Littlefield Memorial Church. Mir
Back
them" may not volley and thunder at iam Rebekah Lodge performed the system of private ownership under ice from high-tension interconnec
-Mimbii orTHE MEN’S SHOP
PnorooaiPHKas'Ass’n or A Memes
Educational Club members tomorrow I beautiful burial service of their or public regulation has been and is tions to farms and small communi PARK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
28-Th-tf
evening but they will be pretty near der. Mrs. Gladys Morgan sang two now a failure, but I contend that the ties that could not themselves sup
“the whole push" and entire psy selections. The floral emblems were remedy is to make regulation effec port individual plants.
• • • •
chological complex. Also two dif of unusual beauty and in great pro- tive, instead of changing to the pol
But there are objectionable feat
ferent projectors will be used, for I fusion. The bearers were members icy of public ownership. However. I
through the courtesy of Principal Jo I of the Tango Club, L. F. Chase. Or do not believe in closing the door to ures of the holding company The
seph Blaisdell and a High School rin F. Smith, H. W. Thorndike end public ownership. My first choice holding company does actually and
Is private ownership under effective directly affect rates to the consumer,
student as operator several sets from A. R. Bachelder.
public regulation, but if for any rea because fees for financing and con
the State Health will be displayed, Tho' she's gone, we'll not forget her.
son that cAnnot be obtained, then I struction services are allowed to be
But keep her memory green;
also by use of another projector
consider that public ownership is far capitalized as a basis for rates, while
has passed beyond tho portal
brought from Augusta by Mrs. Ger ' She
To that land, to us unseen;
fees for operating management are
trude Anderson who explains them, She is waiting for our coming.
For Thi3 Week We Offer As a Special Bargainchargeable to operating expenses.
When our sun sets In the West.
the best from the State Commis
she'll meet and greet us fondly
The people therefore, in their rates
sioner of Inland Game and Fish will There
To the Islands of the Blest.
pay these fees to the holding combe shown while Rev Jesse Kenderi panies.
dine speak? on what can be done to
MATINICUS VOTERS
“The remedy is not to abolish the
improve motion pictures.
! holding company and thereby lose its
The annual meeting of Matinicus
j advantages; instead, the remedy is
Let the People's Laundry, Limerock Plantation was held Monday when
You want to be beautiful. You to regulate the holding companies,
street, clean your rugs and carpets. these officers were elected: Assessors, want
the tireless energy, fresh com thereby saving the advantage and
Tel. 170.—adv.
25-31
* Black, Brown, Grey
Clyde S. Young, Orren W. Ames and
plexion and pep of youth. Then let end the disadvantages. In any tran
Henrietta Ames; treasurer and col
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help free saction of a holding company with
lector, H. R. Young; school board, your system of the poisons caused
an operative company the books
Mrs. Jessie Philbrook. The appro by dogged bowels and torpid liver.
Our Spring Line of Men’s Hats and Caps Are Now In.
For 20 years, men and women suf ' should be open to the public.
priations totalled $1380.
“But the State of Maine could not
fering from stomach troubles, pimples,
Prices
Lower Than Ever and the Quality Excellent.
regulate
a
holding
company
operat

listlessness and headaches have taken
Free theatre tickets Saturday in
That lovely, natural bloom of youth! connection with a puzzle in the
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, a suc ing in several States. The only way
Hats, $1.98, $2.98, $3.98
Find it in MELLO-GLO. Purest, classified ad section. Look at that cessful substitute for calomel, a com- out is Federal regulation.
“The power industry must abansmoothest face powder known. New I section quickly, solve the puzzle if
Caps, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
§y their olive color.They act easily 1 don the evil practices which have
French process makes it stay on you are able and get your answer to
been
a
stench
in
the
nostrils
of
our
longer. Coloring, approved by the The Courier-Gazette office. The first upon the bowels without griping. They
help cleanse the system and tone up people. First, eliminate much of the
Unifed States government, blends per 20 correct answers get free tickets.
advertising; second, present your
the liver.
fectly with any complexion. No flaky
If you value youth and its many I case as much as you please in an
or pasty look. No ugly shine. MELAvoid spring housecleaning work.
1,0-01,0 prevents large pores, never There are many ways the People)* gifts, take Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets 1 open and above board way. but stop
nightly, lion much better you will ! tampering witli text books and sub
irritates skin. Corner Drug Store and Laundry can help vou. Telephone
feel - and look. 15c, 30c, 60e.
sidizing teachers and educational in170.—adv.
25-31
all other good stores.

AYER'S

Leon Errol
Zazu Pitts
IN

ft

Miss Adelaide Snow who has been
spending several weeks with the
family of Rear Admiral A. S. Snow,
retired, in Brookline, Mass., has been
home for a few days. Sh" left ^ster0ay for Brookline where she will
arrange reservations for a trip to
Riverside, Calif., where she will
be the guest of Mrs. Hugh Bain. Mrs.
George Gilchrest of Belfast is the
guest of Mrs. Bain at present, and
the three plan to make trips to
gether until the early summer when
the "Call of the East” reminds them
of Rockland.

Are Sheer and Delicate

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT

ARTHUR F. LAMB

“Spell of the Circus”

SILK CHIFFON STOCKINGS

In addition to personal notes regard-1 Mrs. Mary Messer and Miss Lucy
lng departures and arrivals, this depart-; Rhodes entertain the Charity Club
ment especially deslrea information of I
joclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc | today for luncheon, at Mrs. Messer's
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be home on Morth Main street.
gladly received.

\

Page Seven

FINN

HATTIE”

With

MITZIE GREEN, JACKIE SEARLES
Those Awful Haddocks!
Those Terrible Kids!
Heaven help Europe when the Haddocks decide to go abroad!
ADDED

First Episode “King Of The Wild”
NOW SHOWING
“PAID”
with JOAN CRAWFORD
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Tel. 892
A PARAMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE

SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30.

SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

SOME WOMEN
ALWAYS AnRACT

Men’s Stockings

10c a pair

New Face Powder
Smooth as Satin

WILLIS AYER

1

Every-O ther-Day
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THOMAS LINDSEY

'anderfrX

Nova Scotia Genealogist Re
stores Late Rockland Man
In my saunterings I have never yet
To Family Record
seen a wild pigeon. The reason for

Have any readers of this article ever
seen a wild pigeon?
In the case with the wild pigeons
is a mounted specimen of a Heath
Hen. "A close relative of the western
prairie chicken, with similar erectile
ear tufts and inflated air sacs on
each side of neck. It was formerly
found in pine and scrub oak barrens
from New England to Virginia. For
’
Past 50 vcars l\as survived only
' on Martha s Vineyard. Here in spite
of pv
protection in recent
ypars it has steadily decreased until
in September 1930 only one male
survives." And here is the story of
two formerly common New England
wild birds.
The Saunterer.
N. C. C. No. 2
Somerville, Mass.

“APPRECIATE AND PAY"
New York Water Situation Leads To
Pertinent Suggestions From a Port
Clyder

A Port Clyde correspondent sends
The Courier-Gazette a clipping from
the New York Herald Tribune stat
ing that the-city faces a rise in water
rates after 74 years, and that the
need of new reservoirs calls for a
conference with a view to increasing
the revenues.
It is understood a proposal will be
made to install pumping stations
throughout the city, which will pump
water from the rivers and bay to be
distributed through mains for street
flushing and fire-fighting purposes.
Chief Kenlon has said that this is
practical and that the amount of
drinking water conserved by this plan
would be very large.
The cost of such an undertaking
Colds come suddenly. You can often end them just
would be enormous, it was conceded,
as
quickly 1 Take Bayer Aspirin the moment you’ve
but it was pointed out that work in
caught one. A single sneeze should be the signal, or
one zone would be undertaken at a
time, and the completion of the pro
the first sign of congestion or headache, or soreness.
ject and its cost spread over a long
Exposure to cold and wet isn’t half so serious when
period of years. Probably, it was
said, a starting zone would be lower
you’ve learned to protect yourself with Bayer Aspirin,
Manhattan, where much water is
tor the speedy relief of colds, headaches, neuralgic
now used for flushing streets and
fighting fires.
or neuritic pain, and even the acute suffering caused
The above moves the Port Clyde
by rheumatism, there is nothing so sure and so safe as
writer to the following comment:
“Attention Port Clyde water
genuine Aspirin tablets stamped Bayer. They make
takers: New York City as well as
a marvelous gargle, too. See proven directions in
most of this country is threatened
with shortage of water from last 'every package.
year's drouth. So far this drouth has
not affected Port Clyde. Appreciate
your blessings of water while you
have it and pay your water bills.”

that can be expressed in one word—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have been doing quite a good deal "extinct.” Thoreau in his "Walden,1
| of research work along the line of 1845-47 mentions it twice. "In ,,April
.
genealogy of the early settlers of the pigeons were again seen Hying
the town of Antigonish, the history express in small flocks." "As I sit
i of which town, I am now preparing, at my window this summer after
and have been much surprised to
find that the name of T. S. Lindsey, noon, the tantivy (Webster gives as,
of Rockland. Maine, has been en said to be from the note of a hunting
tirely dropped from the genealogical horn) of wild pigeons, flying by twos
and threes athwart my view, or
It all came about in this manner. ( whole inch—but you don't. That is record of the Lindsey family.
It has, therefore occurred to me perching restless on the white pine
Six times a day. on my three walks tc ; only 5-16 of an inch. But when you
and from the postoffice, I had to ' wear a No. 6 shoe, your stockingfoot that a contribution in your columns, bougns behind my house, gives a
THE SNOW IS FLYING
pass the little shoe shop. Overhang measure from heel to your big toe is from me, an outsider, who never was voice to the air." • So the wild pigeon
ing the sidewalk was the four-foot- 9'4 inches—therefore you wear a 9'i in Rockland, and who has never in must have been a common sight in Average Depth In Maine Is Now Rut
square wooden Torii. painted red. stocking.” But that has nothing to any way been connected with the New England in Thoreau's time.
14 Inches According to Weather
and across the top bar the words 1 do with the size of the shoe. For Lindsey family, might be the means
Bureau
Now
we
will
visit
the
Agassiz
Mu

“San Toy Shoe Shop." The front j further details visit Luther L. Smith of restoring him to the family fold, so seum at Harvard for further infor
of the shoe shop was decorated in at Spear's Shoe Store, 378 Main | far at least, as the records go. Those mation about the wild pigeon. Here
Mild afternoons and a strong sun
Japanese style, and the sign of the street; tel. 1234. Which Is an easy interested, and who have a copy of is a case containing two specimens ; has melted Maine's snow blanket
Eaton's History of Rockland, Thom- mounted, of the passenger pigeon, I from one to 12 inches during the past
number to remember.
Torii was over the main entrance.
♦ <$> 4>
i aston and South Thomastpn, might The wild pigeon of North America (week, and the average depth now is
You recall in viewing pictures of
Punctuate this sentence so that it clip this and paste it in the proper was formerly one of the marvels of but 14 inches, according to the Port
scenes in Japan, that a temple en
trance is always marked by two up will be a true statement: "Every place.
life. It existed in flocks of such land Weather Bureau's weekly snew
Thomas Snow Lindsey, son of John bird
right posts and a cross-bar at the person in the land has twenty nails
gigantic
proportions that it would bulletin, issued Tuesday.
top, overhanging the upright posts. on each hand; five and twenty on and Phoebe iSnow) Lindsey, born take several days of continuous flight
Bangor and Pittsfield report de
The crossbar has curls at the ends hands and feet. This is true without about 1820, married, about 1851, for a flock to pass over a given settle creases of 10 inches each. Rum
and is always ornamental. These deceit." Mail The Wanderer correct I Mercy Longfellow, of Machias, ment. Their roosting places occu ford's depth dropped from 22 inches
posts are sometimes made of wood answer, care The Courier-Gazette, i daughter of Nathan and Susan pied thousands of acres of dense to 10 inches, and at Portland the de
and sometimes of metal. One in Rockland, Maine and receive a sou ' (Haskell) Longfellow. He took his i forest, and the whole region would crease was six inches within the
bride to Halifax. N. S., and entered appear devastated at the close of the week. There is little snow along the
Japan is made of bronze. This sort venir of Texas.
the employ of Hiram Hyde, mail breeding season, the excrement kill coast. The greatest depth reported
of outdoor ornamental entrance to
"BOZE" TO "HARRY"
contractor. In 1854 Mr. Lindsey ittg the vegetation and even massive jin hejState is two feet at Greenville,
the temple steps is called a Torii.
moved to Antigonish. N. S.. that he branches would be torn down by the
It is the sacred symbol of the temple.
Roads
J- are •bare in the vlcinitv of
When you walk under one in a park Assures Senor Daniels That He Has might superintend the mail routes weight of the birds clustering upon Orono. Augusta. Rockland and EastSeen Elephants Asleep While which Mr. Hyde had under contract. them. These nesting places were port, but at Orono melting snow
it signifies you are at one of the
Standing
>
The Postmaster General, in his re raided every year, and there are reli makes the roads wet,, and at Wood
main entrances to a temple of wor
port for the year 1860, said: "The able records of one billion Birds being land the roads are slushy, the report
ship. It is used for no other, pur Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Harry writes thusly from •“Along | contract from the West River of shipped to New York markets in one »ays.
pose. It has a sacred significance.
Pictou to Sydney is now in the hands season from the last large Michigan
And here was a shoe store using the Rio Grande."
Ice thickness remains about the
"Here is something for Bo;.e to of Thomas Lindsay, who has engaged nesting. The result is what might some, except at Moosehead Lake,
this sacred emblem for an advertise
PUZZLE; FIND THE PROFIT
digest:
Elephants
sleep
while
stand

sober
and
careful
drivers.
.
.
These
ment, hanging it over the entrance to
be expected—the passenger pigeon near Greenville, where an increase
ing.
They
have
been
known
to
re

mails,
I
am
happy
to
be
enabled
to
the store, and printing in red letters
It is estimated that the average
has been extinct for some years. In of three inches brings the thickness
the name of the store across it. I main standing even after death." I report, are conveyed, since they have New England it became a rare bird up to 25 inches.
yearly production of the 22,500,000
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticaciduster of Salicylicacld
digested
that
one
easily.
been in the hands of the present con by 1885.”
walked under it for months; always
milk cows in the United States is 4600
In close proximity, one to the right tractor, with far greater regularity
having this thought in mind. Then I
The census reports that wiaows are pounds of milk, containing 180 pounds
These specimens of the wild
wondered if the man who ran the of me. two to the left of me, are than ever they were before. In 1855. pigeons are longer and slimmer than tw ee as numerous as widowers. This of butterfat. This is not enough in
HAS NO LIABILITIES
i cial condition of the county. The
store was superstitious. • So I waited three elephants, all dead, and still the original contract for this service our domestic pigeons, with a long, Sf ms to confirm the belief that commercial dairying to pay costs of
------report of County Treasurer Coombs
standing.
The
one
to
the
right
is
was taken by Mr. Hyde, for five slim tail, light gray head, back and women learn quicker than men.— feed, labor and overhead and still
until business was bad. on a rainy
Copies
of the annual report for shows the county with no liabilities
;opi
old
Jumbo,
dead
these
many
years,
years, (Thomas Lindsay being Mr. I wings, with reddish underbody. Publishers Syndicate.
day, and walked in this afternoon
leave a profit.
Waldo County show a healthy finan- | and net assets of $19,723.43.
in the P. T. Barnum Museum at Hyde's superintendent or manager).
for a chat.
Tufts College, Medford Hillside; the At the expiration of the contract, it
two to the left of me are in the
The proprietor was alone, as I Agassiz Museum at Harvard, one a was transferred to Mr. Lindsay, who ;
suspected. I greeted him cordially huge rogue elephant of India, the j I believe is doing his utmost, faith! fully to carry out the terms of his
with "how’s business." and he at once other a smaller African elephant.
contract.” (Note.—The name has
sized me up as a shoe salesman. I
And now I wish Harry would see if
suspected that, and had anticipated he can find in the Magic Valiev a always been spelled Lindsay in Nova
the answer, which was: "Business is specimen of the “Messohippus Bar- Scotia).
Mr. Lindsay continued to have the
rotten.” I then asked him if he was bouri Schlaikjer,” or three-toed
superstitious, and at the same time horse. This animal lived in the mail contract in that part of Nova
drew from my pocket some Kodak Oligocene Age, in Big White River Scotia, until the railroad began
views I had taken of temples in bad lands of South Dakota. These carrying mails to the Strait of Canso
Japan. We sat down and I showed three-toed horses lived in great herds in December 1880.
While thus engaged in Nova Scotia,
him the pictures of the temples, and in the western part of the country
the Torii at the entrances, and ex some thirty-five million years ago. he did not lose interest in his native
plained to him how sacred this and it was from this branch that the State. He resided part of the time
in Rockland.* and part of the time in
emblem was in that country.
modern one-toed horses have evolved. Antigonish.
♦
The short lateral toes are practically
He owned an interest in the Rock
The man was dumbfounded. He non-functional. The skeleton of the land & Sullivan Steamboat Com
had never suspected such a thing. A Messohippus in the Agassiz Museum pany. running the side-wheel steam
Boze
carpenter had made the sign for him is about 244 feet high.
er “Ulysses," from Rockland to Mt. i
Somerville, Mass.
from a picture forwarded by some
Desert and Sullivan. This boat was '
manufacturer who makes "San Toy
wrecked at Rockland, while lying at
Shoes." They had looked at it from
a wharf, and the company built the
an ornamental standpoint, something
"Mt. Desert" to take its place. Mr.
"Japanese," to use in connection
i Lindsay's son Fred was purser on
with the name of the shoe. As there
i both of these boats.
are no Japanese here, and no
The Lindsey home was on Water
Chinese, and few Texans who know
street. Rockland, it being the so called
a Torii when they see one, business
Holbrook house, between Laurel and
will not be harmed, there will be no
Vioars
North streets and across to tide
protest from outraged Orientals, and
water, including the Lindsey wharf
things will go on calm as before.
' which is now owned by the Lawrence
£ase
But if that young man had started
Packing Co., while the house was
that store in Panama or Cuba, and
i sold in the early Nineties to the Hurput out that sign, he would have
of the tobacco in Camels, whether you buy
'E have been in the tobacco business a long
, leys.
air-tight seal could give the desired protection.
heard about it long before I appeared
Mr. Lindsay died in Antigonish.
time down here at Winston-Salem and we take
them in Winston-Salem, Denver or Timburon the scene.
(D) This measure, while costly, could be relied
1884, aged 64 years, and his wife
Muscular-Rheumatic j Aug.
<s> <s> <$> 3>
a lot of pride in the quality of the cigarettes we
too. Bui up to now there has been a very real
died in Antigonish in November 1890.
on to keep Camels in prime condition for at
Children — Annie Augusta, b.
And then it was my tugn to learn
Aches and Pains
difference in the condition of the cigarettes by
make.
least three months in any climate.
March 12. 1852: m. L. C. Archibald;
something. He had a surprise for
R AW them out with a "counter- i Clara G„ b. July 1854: m. P S. Archi
I lie time they reached the smoker.
me. A customer entered and I stood
While we have spent a good many million
irritant.” Distressing muscular
If you have a technical bent, the graph below
Frederic Eugene, b. 1856, un
aside while he waited on her. There
The flavor and mildness of fine tobacco
lumbago, soreness and stiffness—generbald;

dollars advertising Camels, we've always held
was considerable conversation dur ally respond pleasantly to good old Mus- married; Hattie L., b. Sept. 5, 1861.
niadr by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
depend ii|Min the retention of its natural, not
ing the trying on of shoes, but the terole. Doctors call it a "counter-irri m. W. B. Robb
to the old fashioned idea that the thing that
will show you the exact results of their ex
T. S. Lindsey's father, John Lind
whole thing simmered down to a tant,” because it gets action and is not
added, moisture content which is prime at
really
counts
is
what
we
put
into
our
cigarette
haustive study.
matter of size. The lady wanted a just a salve. Musterole helps bring sore sey, b. May 20, 1770, m. Phoebe Snow,
about ten percent.
comfortable shoe, but did not want ness and pain to the surface, and thus daughter of Thomas and Abigail
and not what we say about it.
a larger size than she had been wear gives natural relief. You can feel how its
(Higgins) Snow, b. July 13, 1789. m.
In spite of our great pains always to make
ing. She found some that pleased warming action penetrates and stimu
Feb. 16. 1809, d. Aug. 18. 1836 Chil
If we know anything about tobacco, and we
2S DAY CHART OF CIGARETTE MOISTURE LOSS
dren
—
John,
b.
about
1814;
Thomas
her and went out.
sure
Camels left the factory with just the right
lates blood circulation. But do not stop
think we do. Camels contain the choicest TurkSnow,
b.
about
1820.
Eliza,
b.
June
with one application. Apply this sooth
♦❖
♦
Unwrapped frekage
amount of natural moisture, no cigarette pack
/
ish and the mellowest, ri|*est domestic leaves
Then the shoe man turned to me. ing, cooling, healing ointment generously 118, 1821. And I am of the opinion
Glassine Wrapped foliage
age
hail
ever
yet
been
designed
that
could
pre

there
was
a
daughter,
Phoebe
Ann.
*
“It beats all," he said, "the strange to the affected area once every hour
that money can buy.
Regular Cellophane
vent that precious moisture from drying out.
ideas some people have about shoe for five hours. Used by millions for who died in Bangor
Wrapped Package
D. G. Whidden,
*
sizes. As a matter of fact, the dif over 20 years. Recommended by many
In fact we have every reason to be proud of
Wolfville, N. S.. Feb. 25.
TlIERE are three things ubout a cigarette that
ference between a No. 6 shoe and a doctors and nurses.
the quality of Camels as they come from the
Keep Musterole handy; jars and tubes.
4?
No. 7 shoe is only 5-16 of an inch. If
ALLENTOWN
’
S
PHONERS
To Mothers—Musterole is also
factory, but the remark of an old friend of ours
it was 4-16 it would be just a quarter
can sting the tongue and uukindly burn the
Camel Humidor ftek
••
of an inch on a skip from a 6 to a 7. made in milder form for babies
Moiityry proof CilUfrom Denver some time ago emphasized a point
throat.
If you went from a No. 6 to a No. 6% and small children. Ask for Chil Some Curious Combinations Found
pbdnf-SddUd Air Tight
In Directory Issued For Pennsyl
dren’s Musterole
that has been the problem of the cigarette
shoe, you would only be increasing
3
2o
2
(1) Cheap tobaeros.
vania City.
244 16ths of an inch. In other words
Pitt, burgh Testing Laboratory Report N®15O47J-.)anJ?.I93l
industry for years.
you get a half-size larger shoe to be
(2) Particle* ot peppery dunt loft In the
Down in Allentown. Penn, home
comfortable, and you have increased
As he inhaled the smoke from a Camel we
lnharea heeatue at tneftleifnt clean
of Charles A. Porter former vice
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory chart above graphically
your foot measure just^about 44 of
president
of
the
Lawrence
Portland
shows you that only the Camel Humidor Pack delivers
ing methods.
gave
him
in
our
offices
one
morning,
he
sighed
an inch; that is all.
I Cement Co. they are prepared for alcigarettes to you in prime condition
"Most people think when you jump
with
very
evident
enjoyment
and
then
asked
1 most anything if one ma;’ judge
(3) ,t parrhed dry condition ot the to
from a No. 5 to a No. 6, ybu add a
from names found in the city's new
jokingly, “What is this, a special blend re
bacco due to loan of natural mobstnre
telephone directory. Here is what
iOU may be sure we gave this report a lot of
served
for
Camel
executives?
”
by orvrhcatiny or craporation.
the Allentown newspaper said about
careful
study. Vie cheeked it and re-checked It
certain groups:
Always certain of the quality of our tobaccos
“Certainly not,” we told him. “This package
“The directory has 10 Apples, one
and then wc went ahead. We tried this device
Bean, two Berries, four Korns, and
we hail already made Camel a “dustless” cig
of Camels was bought at ihc corner store this
and that. At last we met success. The air-tight
there are three Cooks to prepare
arette
by the use of a specially designed vacuum
morning.
”
wrapping involved the designing of special
them. There are 19 Bakers. 3 Bar
bers, 2 Brewers, 1 Fidler, 22 Fishers.
cleaning apparatus exclusive with our factory.
processes, special machines.
“
Well,
”
he
said,
“
I've
Is
en
a
dyed
in
the
wool
6 Gardners, 206 Millers, 1 Porter, 4
Reiters, 7 Saylors, 20 Shoemakers, 18
Now, if wc could perfect a package that would
That costs a lot of money, more than $2,000,Camel smoker for a good many years, hut upon
Taylors, 48 Weavers.
actually
act
as
a
humidor
and
retain
the
natu

000
the first year, hut after you have tried
my
soul
I
never
got
a
cigarette
as
good
as
this
in
"Two are Stern, but 21 are Sterner.
ral moisture content, then Yuma, Arizona,
Four are Wise, and 14 are always
Camels packed this modern new way we are
Denver. If you would give the rest of the world
Wright, while 35 will always remain
could enjoy Camels as much as we do here at
sure you will agree it is a fine investment.
the kind of Camels you sell here in \\ instonYoung, 6 Fehr, 37 Long, and 2 Short.
Winston-Salem.
Everything for poultry from
Salem, you ought to have all the cigarette busi
There is one Seller, with about 2
For some time now every Camel that has left
childhood to the chopping block
Cases, in which one could get 10
ness there is.”
We knew what we wanted.
our factory has gone out in this new Humidor
Beers for several Barrs, 8 Bucks, or 1
Dollar, which means Kale in any of
We tried many things. We
Pack.
the four Banks.
asked
the Pittsburgh Testing
“There are 11 Bears, 9 Fox. 5 Mink,
We have said nothing about it until now, to
J.HAT statement simply em
2 Lambs, 12 Hawks, and 11 Wolf.
Laboratory to help us.
make
sure your dealer would lie able to supply
phasized again the cigarette
There are 19 Kings, a Queen. 3
you
when
the good news came out.
Princes and 4 Majors. There are 6
After
many
experiments
and
industry's most important
Herring. 1 Salmon and 2 Trout.
humidity
tests
covering
all
Camel smokers of course have already dis
problem. The more we
Four Lillys and 10 Roses are in
Sold and recommended by us for
cluded.”
methods of packing cigarettes
thought
about
it,
the
surer
covered
that their favorite cigarette is better
years. Provide for 275 to 600 eggs
The most common name in Allen
came the detailed report of
—others of smaller capacity.
we were that he was dead
and milder now than ever before.
town is Miller, that family leading
the Smiths 208 to 148 in the tele
which this is the net:
PUTNAM BROODER
right, and that somehow,
Priced as low as their efficiency
If you aren’t a Camel smoker, try them just
phone directory.
HEATER
is high. Inquire about QUEEN
something must be done.
to see what a difference there really is between
(/I) No existing cigarette pack
$4.75 Postpaid
BROODERS, too.
MORE ABOUT “KIPPI KI YI"

That

COLD

BAYER
AS PI II I V

■tsf we spend $2,000,000

to put C/ AMEL cigarettes

in the new HUMIDOR

Pa€K

We

D

TIME FOR
CHICKS

INCUBATORS
BROODERS

CHICK FEEDS, ETC.

INCUBATORS

BROODER HEATER $4.75
as shown in cut, suitable for 35 to 60 chicks. Takes the best of care
of them. Built in an hour, satisfaction guaranteed. Ask lor spe
cial circular.
OTHER BROODERS—ALL SIZES

up to 1000 chicks capacity. Special circulars and catalog—and ’he
176 page 1931 K. & W. catalog on request.
FARM,

DAIRY

POULTRY

ns endall
rCDLRAL on.l

IIMPLL

SUPPLIES — SEEDS~

& Whitney
STS.,

PORTLAND

MAINE

Younger Graduate Thinks Yell Good
And Wonders Who Wrote It and
When.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
II read with interest the comment
I of ‘‘Old Grad" in Tuesday's paper
about the failure of the R. H. S.
teams to give the old “Ki Yi” after
1 games, and I think she was right.
Every school and college seems to
have some one characteristic yell or
song, and the "Ki Yi" was Rockland's
battle cry way back in the time of
my parents. It seems too bad to
discard such a fine old tradition. I
wonder if any reader can tell me how
long the “Ki Yi” has been used by
Rockland High School and who com
posed it.
A Younger Graduate

Denver wasn’t getting a fair
break. Neither in fact was

age, including those wrapped
in glassine paper or ordinary

harsh, dried out tobacco and u properly con
ditioned cigarette.

any other town. The only jm o
ple who really knew how good
Camels could be,were the folks
right here in Winston-Salem.

cellophane, gives anything like
adequate protection against

You can feel the difference, you can hear the
difference and you certainly can taste the dif
ference.

*-

That was due to a factor no
cigarette manufacturer had
ever lieen able to control.
Naturally there is no differ
ence whatever in the quality

evaporation.

(B)

Of course we’re prejudiced.

All cigarettes so packed
tend to dry out rapidly from
the day they are released from
the factory.

We always have believed that Camel is the
world's best cigarette.

(C) Only a waterproof mate
rial with a specially devised

Just treat yourself to Camels in the new
Humidor Pack and see if you don't agree.

Now tec know it.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

K inston-Salem, N. C.

